Council/Staff Planning Session

1. Meeting Date And Time
1.I. July 22, 2019 6:00 P.M. In Council Chambers At 105 Milwaukee Mall
2. Call To Order
3. Mayor's Comments
4. Developer Agreement For 500 N. Grand Ave.
Documents:
AIS - 500 N. GRAND.PDF
5. Agreement For Engineering Services For S. Johnson/Oliver Street Drainage Project
Documents:
JULY 2019 PLANNING SESSION SOUTH OLIVER JOHNSON DRAINAGE
PROPOSALS.PDF
6. Agreement For Engineering Services For Main Street Bridge Repairs
Documents:
JULY 2019 PLANNING SESSION MAIN STREET BRIDGE REPAIRS
AGREEMENT.PDF
7. City Administrator Report
8. Adjourn

MEETING DATE: 07/22/19

ITEM: 4

AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY
Subject: Discussion on Development Agreement between City and
Shawn Foutch for 500 N. Grand Development

Background Summary:
Enclosed is a draft version of a development agreement I’ve been working
on with bond council in regard to the 500 N. Grand Redevelopment project
with Shawn Foutch. An updated draft should be available by meeting time
on Monday which will make some additional adjustments to the agreement,
but the basic concepts will be the same for your review:
• Agreements facilitates the construction of at least 35 market rate
apartments to be included in the “1930’s” portion of the former middle
school.
• Tax Abatement – Agreement includes a ten (10) year 100% tax
abatement on the new incremental assessed value above and
beyond the current taxable value of the property – Estimated to be a
total abatement amount of $589,400 over the term
• Parking – Off Street/On Street
o Off Street parking – these parking ratios have been updated to
require a parking stall for every 1.5 unit rather than 2.2
o On Street parking – includes request from Foutch to allow on
street parking for 14 parking stalls on a portion of 5th Avenue
adjacent to the south side of the building to allow close access
to the existing building elevator.
 This work is currently spelled out to be done at the
expense of the Foutch.
• All costs to set up the Urban Revitalization Area and subsequent
development agreement to be covered by Foutch, up to $6,000. This
should more than cover any of those expenses
• Site Plan – Foutch is currently working on an updated site plan for the
council to consider. I anticipate receiving this fairly soon and would
be included in the agreement as an exhibit prior to council approval.
• Completion date: Agreement includes an agreed upon completion
date of December 31, 2022. Foutch has asked for one 6 month
extension to be allowed before penalties are applied. This is a part of
the agreement we still need to figure out as far as the penalty. What
would work the best would be to determine some type of cash penalty
to be received from Foutch rather than adjustment of abatement time
which is difficult to impossible to change once agreement has been
made.

DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
This Development Agreement is entered into between the City of Charles City, Iowa (the
“City”) and FOUTCH (the “Developer”) as of the ___ day of ____________________________,
2019 (the “Commencement Date”).
WHEREAS, the Developer has proposed to acquire certain real property which is situated
at 500 North Grand Avenue in the City and lies and is more specifically described on Exhibit A
hereto (the “Property”); and
WHEREAS, the Property has previously served as the site of the Charles City Community
School District Middle School and has been determined by the City to be at risk for deterioration
and the spread of blighted conditions; and
WHEREAS, the Developer has proposed to undertake the redevelopment of the Property,
including site preparation and renovation of existing structures for use as multifamily housing
facilities (the “Redevelopment Project”); and
WHEREAS, the Developer has requested that the City provide financial assistance in the
form of property tax abatement to aid in the costs of acquiring the Property and constructing and
maintaining the Redevelopment Project; and
WHEREAS, the base valuation of the Property for purposes of Section 403.19 of the Code
of Iowa is $262,450 (the “Base Valuation”); and
WHEREAS, the City and the Developer now deem it advisable to enter into this Agreement
to set forth their mutual understanding with respect to the redevelopment of the Property;
NOW THEREFORE, the parties hereto agree as follows:
A.

Developer’s Covenants

1.
Property Acquisition and Project Construction. The Developer agrees to
acquire the Property by no later than August 1, 2019. The Developer will submit a detailed site
plan (the “Site Plan”) for the redevelopment of the Property to the City for approval. The parties
agree that, when approved by the City, the Site Plan shall be set forth as Exhibit B hereto. The
Developer agrees to construct the Redevelopment Project in accordance with the Site Plan and to
substantially complete such construction by no later than December 31, 2022. Furthermore, the
Developer agrees that the completed Redevelopment Project will include no less than thirty-five
(35) market rate apartment units.
2.
Parking Improvements.
The Developer agrees that the Redevelopment
Project will include the construction of not less than fourteen (14) on street parking stalls to provide
adequate parking for the completed Redevelopment Project. Provided that the City provides the
necessary regulatory clearances, the Developer agrees to undertake the construction of these
parking stalls at Developer’s expense.
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3.
Property Taxes.
The Developer agrees to make timely payment of all
property taxes as they come due with respect to the Property with the completed Redevelopment
Project thereon throughout the Term, as hereinafter defined, and, if requested, to submit a receipt
or cancelled check in evidence of each such payment.
5.
Property Tax Abatement and Aggregate Economic Benefit.
The Developer
hereby agrees to submit timely application for property tax abatement for the Property under the
City’s urban revitalization plan to be adopted pursuant to Chapter 404 of the Code of Iowa. The
Developer will request the 10-year tax abatement benefit with its application.
The Developer hereby acknowledges that the economic benefit anticipated to be provided
by the City through the tax abatement is $589,400. Furthermore, the Developer acknowledges that
(a) Exhibit C attached hereto sets forth an illustration of the estimated economic benefits to be
provided to the Developer by the City through the tax abatement benefit and (b) the figures used
in Exhibit C are based upon assumed tax levy rates and assessed valuations and will vary from
year to year.
The Developer hereby agrees to cover a
6.
Legal and Administrative Fees.
portion of the legal fees and administrative costs incurred by the City in connection with the
drafting, negotiation and authorization of this Agreement, including the prerequisite action under
Chapter 404 of the Code of Iowa to facilitate the tax abatement, up to an amount not in excess of
$6,000. The Developer agrees to remit payment to the City within 30-days of the submission of
reasonable documentation by the City to the Developer evidencing such costs.
B.

City’s Obligations

1.
Property Tax Abatement. The City agrees to act in good faith to consider the
establishment of an urban revitalization area under Chapter 404 of the Code of Iowa, such area to
include the Property. The plan for the urban revitalization area, if adopted, will at a minimum,
make ten years of One Hundred Percent (100%) property tax abatement available for multiresidential reconstruction projects which add 35 or more apartment units in a single building.
Furthermore, the City agrees to consider the Developer’s application for property tax
abatement in good faith and to punctually carry out its approval determinations in accordance with
the tax abatement statute. Exhibit C attached hereto sets forth an illustration of the estimated
economic benefits to be provided to the Developer by the City through the tax abatement benefit.
The figures used in Exhibit C are based upon assumed tax levy rates and assessed valuations and
will vary from year to year.
2.
Off Street Parking. The City agrees to consider in good faith reasonable
proposals submitted by the Developer with respect to off street parking stalls as described in
Section A.2 above. The City will not unreasonably withhold any regulatory clearances necessary
to allow the installation of such parking.
D.

Administrative Provisions

1.
Amendment and Assignment.
This Agreement may not be amended or
assigned by either party without the written consent of the other party.
-24835-3642-2043\1

2.
Successors. This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of and be binding upon the
successors and assigns of the parties.
3.
Choice of Law.
This Agreement shall be deemed to be a contract made under
the laws of the State of Iowa and for all purposes shall be governed by and construed in accordance
with laws of the State of Iowa.
The City and the Developer have caused this Agreement to be signed, in their names and
on their behalf by their duly authorized officers, all as of the day and date written above.
CITY OF CHARLES CITY, IOWA
By: _______________________
Mayor
Attest:

_________________________
City Clerk
FOUTCH

By:_________________________________
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EXHIBIT A
LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPERTY
Certain real property situated _____________________________________
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EXHIBIT B
SITE PLAN

[ATTACH SITE PLAN HERE]
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EXHIBIT C
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**correction** - when calculating abatement
D/S & PPEL are included in the abatement
calculation. 6.24.19

Valuations based on estimates from Floyd County
Assessor
Multi-Res Base Value
Multi-Res Completed Value
Total Assessed Value
Consolidated levy rate
Consolidated Levy rate minus D/S & PPEL (for
calculating increment abatement)
Rollback
Base Tax Generated
Incremental Tax Generated - Eligible for AbatementUSE Consolidated Levy Rate
TOTAL Property Taxes Due - If No abate
Taxes to be abated - 100% over 10 year Model Foutch
Net Property tax paid by Foutch annually
Total Abatement % for All New Taxes Paid (existing +
redeveloped increment)

New- Use
this

Abatement
Years

Abatement
Years

Abatement
Years

Abatement
Years

Abatement
Years

Abatement
Years

Abatement
Years

Abatement
Years

Abatement
Years

Abatement
Years

construction
completed and
construction- on tax rolls Jan 1,
Year 6
construction- begins continued
2023
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
Year 7
Year 8
Year 9
Year 10
TOTALS
FY2021- (1/2 year)
FY2022
FY2029
FY2030
FY2031
FY2023
FY2024
FY2025
FY2026
FY2027
FY2028
FY2032
FY2033
FY2034
took possession July
2019
$131,225
$262,450
$262,450
$262,450
$262,450
$262,450
$262,450
$262,450
$262,450
$262,450
$262,450
$262,450
$262,451
$262,452
Estimated
0
0
0
0
3,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
$131,225
$262,450
$262,450
$262,450
$3,262,450
$3,262,450
$3,262,450
$3,262,450
$3,262,450
$3,262,450
$3,262,450
$3,262,450
$3,262,451
$3,262,452
$35.72
$35.72
$35.72
$35.72
$35.72
$35.72
$35.72
$35.72
$35.72
$35.72
$35.72
$35.72
$35.72
$35.72
$32.66
0.6750
$3,163.97

$33.00
0.5524
$5,178.59

$33.00
0.5634
$5,281.71

$33.00
0.5500
$5,156.09

$33.00
0.5500
$5,156.09

$33.00
0.5500
$5,156.09

$33.00
0.5500
$5,156.09

$33.00
0.5500
$5,156.09

$33.00
0.5500
$5,156.09

$33.00
0.5500
$5,156.09

$33.00
0.5500
$5,156.09

$33.00
0.5500
$5,156.09

$33.00
0.5500
$5,156.11

$33.00
0.5500
$5,156.13

$0.00
$3,163.97

$0.00
$5,178.59

$0.00
$5,281.71

$0.00
$5,156.09

$58,938.00
$64,094.09

$58,938.00
$64,094.09

$58,938.00
$64,094.09

$58,938.00
$64,094.09

$58,938.00
$64,094.09

$58,938.00
$64,094.09

$58,938.00
$64,094.09

$58,938.00
$64,094.09

$58,938.00
$64,094.11

$58,938.00
$64,094.13

$659,721.35

$0.00
$3,163.97

$0.00
$5,178.59

$0.00
$5,281.71

$0.00
$5,156.09

$58,938.00
$5,156.09

$58,938.00
$5,156.09

$58,938.00
$5,156.09

$58,938.00
$5,156.09

$58,938.00
$5,156.09

$58,938.00
$5,156.09

$58,938.00
$5,156.09

$58,938.00
$5,156.09

$58,938.00
$5,156.11

$58,938.00
$5,156.13

$589,380.00
$70,341.35

91.96%

91.96%

91.96%

91.96%

91.96%

91.96%

91.96%

91.96%

91.96%

91.96%

MEETING DATE: 07/22/19
ITEM: 5
______________________________________________________________________

AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY
Subject: Discussion on engineering services for the South
Johnson / Oliver Street drainage study

Background Summary:
Per past discussions, we requested proposals from engineering firms to study the
drainage issues at the area of South Johnson and Oliver Streets. We received proposals
from the following three (3) firms: V & K Engineering, Fehr Graham Engineering, SEH
Engineering.
The request for proposal provided an overview of the drainage issue and outlined the
expected scope of services that should be included in a drainage study. The study will
provide a recommendation(s) that can be implemented through a construction project to
control and improve the drainage at this site. Since we want to maintain detention and
limit stormwater discharge that may contribute to downstream flooding, the requested
scope of services included stormwater modeling and detention.
Both Fehr Graham and SEH provided proposals that emphasize storm water modeling
and detention evaluation. V & K’s proposal states that “a minimal amount of storm water
modeling and analysis is anticipated”. Furthermore, V & K is anticipating the way to solve
this drainage problem is by installing new and larger storm sewer to convey the minor and
major storm events.
We had requested that the proposals include a not-to-exceed fee for the drainage study.
The fees submitted are as follows:
V & K Engineering
$ 8,900.00
Fehr Graham Engineering $15,000.00
SEH Engineering
$18,400.00
Although V & K submitted a proposal with a lower fee, it is our opinion that Fehr
Graham’s project approach matches and more consistent with the City’s stormwater
philosophy. We want to solve this drainage problem for everyone; we don’t want to
simply construct additional storm sewer pipe and potentially move the problem to another
location downstream. We believe that Fehr Graham’s experience with drainage and
detention projects and their approach to solve our problem will best serve the needs of
the City of Charles City.
We will discuss this at Monday’s planning session and anticipate to take action to accept
an engineering services agreement at the August 5th City Council meeting.
CITY OF CHARLES CITY

STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS / PROPOSAL
FOR

SOUTH OLIVER / JOHNSON STREET AREA
DRAINAGE STUDY
CITY OF CHARLES CITY, IOWA
July 11, 2019
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SECTION 1

SOUTH OLIVER / JOHNSON STREET AREA DRAINAGE STUDY
City of Charles City

SECTION 1 – FIRM DESCRIPTION
Contact Information
Contact: Timothy A. Moreau, P.E.
Project Manager
Phone Numbers: 641-421-8008
877-241-8008
Fax Number:
641-380-0313
Email Address: tmoreau@v-k.net
Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.
Stone Creek Office Park
2800 Fourth Street SW
Suite 9
Mason City, Iowa 50401

This Statement of Qualifications / Proposal has been prepared and is submitted by Veenstra &
Kimm, Inc.’s Mason City office. Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.’s work for the City of Charles City will
be performed and managed by the firm’s Mason City office.
Please feel free to contact Tim Moreau, P.E. to answer any questions you may have about this
Statement of Qualifications / Proposal. Moreau can also be contacted with respect to
scheduling potential interviews, or in regard to receiving any notifications pertaining to the
results of the selection process.
Veenstra & Kimm, Inc. is an Iowa based engineering firm which was founded in 1961. Since
its founding, Veenstra & Kimm, Inc. has tailored its services to meet the needs of Iowa
municipalities. Since its founding, Veenstra & Kimm, Inc. has grown to a current staff level
of over 135 staff members serving a variety of municipal, county, and state entities along
with numerous private clients. Veenstra & Kimm, Inc. is one of the few municipal
engineering-oriented firms in the State of Iowa.

Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.
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SOUTH OLIVER / JOHNSON STREET AREA DRAINAGE STUDY
City of Charles City

Principals of the firm include, but are not limited to:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Bob Veenstra, P.E.
Forrest Aldrich, P.E.
Tony Bellizzi, P.E.
Ted Payseur
Jodi Bellizzi
Tim Moreau, P.E.
Leo Foley, P.E.

▪
▪
▪

Dave Schechinger, P.E.
Chad Kert, P.E.
Dave McDonald, P.E.

President
Vice President Environmental Engineering
Vice President Municipal Engineering
Vice President Business Development
Accounting / Human Services Manager
Mason City Satellite Office – Office Manager
Rock Island, Illinois Satellite Office – Office Manager / Vice
President
Coralville Satellite Office – Office Manager/ Vice President
Sergeant Bluff Satellite Office – Office Manager
Liberty, Missouri Satellite Office – Office Manager

While Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.’s corporate office is located in West Des Moines, the firm has
ten branch offices around the state to serve all locations within the State of Iowa. These
branch offices also enable Veenstra & Kimm, Inc. to serve limited areas of surrounding states
including Illinois, Minnesota, Missouri, South Dakota, and Nebraska. In addition to the Mason
City office, Veenstra & Kimm, Inc. has branch offices located in Coralville, Sioux City, Iowa
City and Dubuque - Iowa, Springfield and Rock Island - Illinois, Rochester - Minnesota, and
Liberty - Missouri. Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.’s wholly owned subsidiary, Calhoun-Burns &
Associates, Inc., provides structural and bridge engineering for Iowa cities and counties from
their office in West Des Moines.
Veenstra & Kimm, Inc. staff includes:
Engineers.................................... 44
Structural Engineer..................... 7
Planners...................................... 2
Landscape Architects................... 2
Attorney..................................... 1
Architects.................................... 1
Inspectors.................................... 26
CADD / Drafters......................... 15
Surveyors.................................... 12
Administrative............................ 21
City Inspectors………………………4
Veenstra & Kimm, Inc. has numerous resources and expertise in many areas of engineering
due to its diverse staffing and the geographic location of its headquarters and satellite offices.
Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.’s services include a wide range of planning, design, and consulting
services tailored for Midwest municipalities.

Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.
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SOUTH OLIVER / JOHNSON STREET AREA DRAINAGE STUDY
City of Charles City

Services available to you include:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Street and Road Improvements
Sanitary Sewer Planning
Sanitary and Relief Sewers
Sanitary Sewer Collection System Rehabilitation
Water Distribution Systems
Water Pumping Improvements
Water Supply
Wastewater Treatment Facilities
Parking Lots
Storm Drainage Improvements
Land Use Planning
Zoning and Subdivision
Geographic Information Services and Mapping

Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Water Main Improvements
Sanitary Sewer Studies / Facility Plans
Sanitary Pump Stations
Water Modeling and Studies
Water Storage Facilities
Water Treatment
Stormwater Planning
Transportation Planning
Municipal Streets & Highways
Traffic Signalization
Comprehensive Planning
Environmental Consultation
Financial Planning and Assistance
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SECTION 2

SOUTH OLIVER / JOHNSON STREET AREA DRAINAGE STUDY
City of Charles City

SECTION 2 – PROJECT UNDERSTANDING
PROJECT UNDERSTANDING
It is understood that the City’s storm water system is owned and operated by the City of
Charles City and is used to convey storm water away from private properties and right-of-ways
with eventual discharge to the Cedar River.
It is also understood that in the past several years due
to medium to heavy rain events, the right-of-way in the
1000 block of South Johnson Street fills with storm
water blocking the street, inundating parked vehicles,
and endangering homes. This localized problem area
is as shown on Figure 1 with red shading. Figure 1 can
be found at the end of this section. These drainage
problems appear to be the result of inadequate storm
sewer intakes located at the low point on Johnson
Street as well as undersized 10” storm sewer pipes and
the lack of a designated overland flow route for major storm events. Many of the existing
intakes do not have curb openings and as such when the grates become plugged with leaves
and debris the intakes become ineffective at taking water from the street.
The drainage area which flows to the intersection of Oliver Street and Johnson Street is also
shown on Figure 1 with yellow shading. This drainage area is relatively small at
approximately 18 acres with an estimated Runoff Rate of about 18 CFS for a Minor Storm
Event. With the drainage modifications currently underway this drainage area will be reduced
to approximately 17 acres with a flow of roughly 17
CFS. (See Figure 3)
Typically, the technical design criteria for the
hydrology of any given drainage area takes into
consideration two separate storms events. The first is
the Minor Storm used for the design of storm sewer
pipes, inlets, street gutters, and small swales. The
second is Major Storm events used for the design or
analysis of facilities used to carry run-off in excess of
what the minor system facilities are designed for and
to protect against loss of life and serious or substantial property damage. For residential areas
typically a Minor Storm event is a storm with a frequency of 5 years. Major Storm events are
those events with a frequency of 100 years or more.

Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.
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SOUTH OLIVER / JOHNSON STREET AREA DRAINAGE STUDY
City of Charles City

The gutters in streets are used to carry stormwater for both Minor and Major Storm event. The
allowable use of streets for Minor Storm runoff in terms of pavement encroachment is as
follows:
Street Classification

Maximum Encroachment

Local

No curb overtopping. Flow speed must leave at least one lane free
of water. (Total width of 12 feet.)

Arterial and Collector

No curb overtopping. Flow speed must leave at least one lane free
of water in each direction. (Total width of 20 feet.)

The typical allowable street inundation for Major Storm events is as follows:
Street Classification

Allowable Depth

Local

Residential dwellings, public, commercial, and industrial at the
ground line, unless buildings are flood proofed. The depth of water
over the gutter flowline shall not exceed eighteen inches (18”).

Arterial and Collector

Residential dwellings, public, commercial, and industrial buildings
shall not be inundated at the ground line, unless buildings are flood
proofed. Depth of water at the street crown shall not exceed six
inches (6”) in order to allow operation of emergency vehicles. The
depth of water over the gutter flowline shall not exceed eighteen
inches (18”).

Normal design criteria for the depth of water over inlets in parking lots is that the ponding
water shall not exceed the following limits:
Minor Storm
Major Storm

- 0.5 foot
- 1.0 foot

Major Storm event drainage across private property is allowable and advisable if permanent
easement for same are provided to assure freedom of interference with flows in the future.
The study area in question is part of a larger drainage area currently served by the City’s
existing storm sewer system made up with an outlet pipe 36” in diameter which outlets into
the Cedar River just east of the intersection of South Grand Avenue and Third Street. The
overall drainage area for this storm sewer system served by the 36” outlet is shown with a
green boundary on Figure 1.

Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.
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SOUTH OLIVER / JOHNSON STREET AREA DRAINAGE STUDY
City of Charles City

Based on initial preliminary research, the existing storm sewer system and drainage area
served by the 36” outlet is as shown on Figure 2 within the green shaded area. This existing
storm sewer system originally served a drainage area approximately 286 acres in size. It
should also be noted that the drainage area served by the 36” outlet has been modified in the
past and future modifications are proposed with a pending street improvement project. As a
result of these modifications, the net drainage area served by the 36” outlet in question has
been or will be reduced to approximately 200 acres as shown on Figure 3. With the
modifications which have been or will be made, the area and thus the Runoff Flows, on the
36” outlet system have been reduced by approximately 30%. Therefore, expediting the flow
from the South Oliver / Johnson Street problem area should not have any negative impact
downstream on the existing storm sewer system.
It is understood the City desires recommendations to address the immediate drainage problem
area with piping, detention facilities, and overland flow route improvements that will not
negatively affect properties located downstream nor the existing storm sewer system
downstream.

Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.
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SECTION 3

SOUTH OLIVER / JOHNSON STREET AREA DRAINAGE STUDY
City of Charles City

SECTION 3 - PROJECT EXPERIENCE & QUALIFICATIONS
In this section of the Statement of Qualifications Veenstra & Kimm, Inc. identifies the firm’s
minimum qualifications and also sets forth examples of recent drainage studies and storm
water improvement projects.
For each of the projects Veenstra & Kimm, Inc. has identified the client, year in which the
study or project was completed, estimated or final construction cost, drainage study and / or
design fee, the sizes and approximate lengths of pipe involved and contact name and
information for each client and project for the City of Charles City’s review.
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS
1.

Veenstra & Kimm, Inc. is a professional engineering firm with the headquarters located
in West Des Moines, Iowa. Five of the nine offices for Veenstra & Kimm, Inc. are
located within the State of Iowa. The State of Iowa does not require engineering firms
to be licensed. Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.’s Federal Tax Identification Number is 42-1137727.

2.

Veenstra & Kimm, Inc. has been performing Drainage Studies since 1961 and over the
past 58 years has completed more than 550 Drainage Studies.

SIMILAR DRAINAGE STUDY & STORM SEWER IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS RECENTLY
COMPLETED
• Project:
Client:
Year Completed:
Estimated Construction Cost:

Drainage Study Fee / Design Fee:
Pipe Installed:
Length:
Size:
Reference Name:
Contact Information:

Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.

Redevelopment Project - Drainage Study
One Vision (Formerly Opportunity Village)
2017
$1,468,000
($465,000 – Storm Sewer Improvement
Only)
$13,330 / $19,000
Reinforced Concrete Pipe (RCP)
3,325 LF
12” – 42”
Mark Dodd - CEO
641-357-5277
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• Project:
Client:
Year Completed:
Estimated Construction Cost:
Drainage Study Fee / Design Fee:
Pipe Installed:
Length:
Size:
Reference Name:
Contact Information:
• Project:
Client:
Year Completed:
Estimated Construction Cost:
Drainage Study Fee / Design Fee:
Pipe Installed:
Length:
Size:
Reference Name:
Contact Information:
• Project:
Client:
Year Completed:
Estimated Construction Cost:
Drainage Study Fee / Design Fee:
Pipe Installed:
Length:
Size:
Reference Name:
Contact Information:

Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.

Cottonwood Drive Storm Sewer
Improvement Project
City of Garner
2018
$1,921,000
$5,780 / $56,800
RCP
6,775
15” – 54”
Daisy Huffman - City Clerk
641-923-2588
North 32nd Street Utility & Street
Improvement Project
City of Clear Lake
2018
$1,759,250
($564,000 Storm Sewer Improvement Only)
$2,900 / $25,250
RCP
3,210
15” – 36”
Joe Weigel - Public Works Director
641-357-6135
North 3rd Avenue & Winnebago Street
Reconstruction Project
City of Lake Mills
2017
$2,858,000
($684,320 Storm Sewer Improvement Only)
$5,000 / $38,200
RCP / HDPE
4,900
12” – 48”
Ross Hanson - Public Works Director
641-592-2441
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• Project:
Client:
Year Completed:
Estimated Construction Cost:
Drainage Study Fee / Design Fee:
Drainage Way Installed:
Length:
Cross Sectional Area:
Reference Name:
Contact Information:

Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.

Allen Avenue Drainage Way
Improvement Project
City of Garner
2019
$652,000
$6,000 / $21,900
RCP
2,600 LF
252 SF +/Daisy Huffman - City Clerk
641-923-2588
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SECTION 4 – PROJECT TEAM
Veenstra & Kimm, Inc. has selected a project team based on its experience and expertise in
the investigation of storm sewer collection systems and drainage systems. In this section of
the Statement of Qualifications / Proposal Veenstra & Kimm, Inc. sets forth an
organizational chart as well as a description of the experience and qualifications of our
project team. This section also identifies the responsibilities for each team member during
drainage study investigation, analysis and preparation of the Drainage Study Report.
The key members of Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.'s project team are shown on the
Organizational Chart below:

John Fallis, P.E.
City Engineer
City of Charles City

Timothy A. Moreau, P.E.

Project Manager

Jason Petersburg, P.E.
Project Engineer

Drew Sweers, P.E.
Design Engineer

Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.
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In the following pages the experience and responsibilities of each of the members of the
project team are set forth. At the end of this section a one-page resume for each project
team member is included.
TIM MOREAU, P.E.
Project Manager
The first member of Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.'s project team will be Tim Moreau, P.E.
Moreau's role on the project team is to serve as Project Manager. The role of the
Project Manager is to serve as a liaison and point of contact between the City of
Charles City and Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.
Moreau's role on the project team is to monitor the performance of the project team
and to ensure a timely completion of the project and to provide any coordination with
the City of Charles City.
Moreau will be responsible for scheduling, coordinating, and conducting the project
kickoff meeting with City Staff to review the City’s existing storm sewer collection
system and GIS system as well as discussing the proposed communication plan and
initial schedule of work.
After the field investigations have been completed Moreau will help analyze and
organize the data from the field investigations into a comprehensive summary report.
Moreau will also oversee preparation of the Drainage Study from a quality control
standpoint and will assist with the submittal of the report.
Moreau will provide Project Management Services throughout the duration of the
project and will be available to attend up to two additional meetings with City Staff.
Moreau is familiar with the north Iowa area and the conditions in which communities
must address in evaluating their storm sewer collection systems and drainage issues.
Moreau will work closely with the City of Charles City to develop and refine the
project scope which best meets the needs and requirements for the City of Charles City
in a cost-effective manner.
Moreau is a licensed professional engineer in the state of Iowa and Minnesota. Moreau
has 35 years of experience working in the north Iowa area from his location in Mason
City.

Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.
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JASON PETERSBURG, P.E.
Project Engineer
The second key member of the project team will be Jason Petersburg, P.E. As Project
Engineer, Petersburg will be responsible for preparation of the Drainage Report as well
as assisting in the preparation of the budgetary estimates. Petersburg will also oversee
in the hydrologic and hydraulic calculations.
Petersburg will oversee the Topographic Site Survey and Storm Water Modeling
identifying storm sewer and overload drainage improvements. Petersburg will also
evaluate and recommend property acquisition needed to facilitate overland flow routes
and detention facilities. In addition, Petersburg will prepare the written Drainage Study
Report and work with City Staff to incorporate City Staff comments into the final
Drainage Study Report to be submitted and approved by the City Council.
Petersburg joined Veenstra & Kimm, Inc. in 2005 after receiving his B.S. degree in Civil
Engineering from Iowa State University. He has several years’ experience having
worked previously for the Worth County Secondary Roads Department and Mason City
Engineering Department.

DREW SWEERS, P.E.
Design Engineer
The third key member of the project team will be Drew Sweers, P.E. As Design
Engineer, Sweers will be responsible for compiling the field data and assisting
Petersburg in the preparation of maps, drawings, hydrology calculations, hydraulic
calculations, preparation of budgetary estimates and overall preparation of the drainage
report.
Sweers will assist with the preparation of the Drainage Study and will assist Moreau
and Petersburg in developing a plan for implementing the recommended
improvements. Utilizing the City’s GIS Storm Sewer Mapping, along with field
investigation, Sweers will develop a detailed inventory of the existing drainage system
for the area in question and perform Storm Water Modeling to determine existing
hydraulic loads on the various pipe segments associated with the study area. Sweers
will also prepare preliminary construction cost estimate for recommended
improvements, evaluate and recommend property acquisition needed to facilitate
overland flow routes and detention facilities. Together, Sweers and Petersburg will
submit a DRAFT copy of the Drainage Report and make revisions as recommended.

Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.
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Sweers joined Veenstra & Kimm, Inc. in 2010 after receiving his B.S. degree in Civil
Engineering from Iowa State University. Sweers is a licensed engineer in the State of
Iowa. He has several years of experience working on sanitary sewer and storm sewer
investigations. In the past 5 years Sweers has worked on three different storm sewer
projects for the City of Garner alone.

Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.
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TIMOTHY A. MOREAU, P.E.

RESUME SYNOPSIS

Project Manager
EDUCATION
• University of Minnesota, Institute of Technology,
Minneapolis, Minnesota
▪ Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering - 1977
REGISTRATIONS/LICENSES
• Professional Engineer – Iowa (10869); 1986,
Minnesota (17599); 1986,
MEMBERSHIPS
• National Society of Professional Engineers
• American Society of Civil Engineers
• American Public Works Association
• Iowa Engineering Society
• Mason City Noon Rotary
EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE
• Veenstra & Kimm, Inc. Since 2000
▪ Office Manager / Project Manager / Stockholder
•
•
•
•

Stanley Consultants, Inc. - 1996 to 2000
▪ Business Development Manager
Yaggy Colby Associates – 1985 to 1996
▪ Office Manager / Project Manager / Principal Stockholder
Union Camp Corporation – 1980 to 1985
▪ Project Engineer
Granite Construction Company – 1977 to 1980
▪ Field Engineer

SIMILAR PROJECT EXPERIENCE
• Park Street Drainage Area Storm Sewer Study - City of Forest City
• Westgate Drainage Area Storm Sewer Study - City of Forest City
• 1st & Day Street Storm Sewer Improvement Project – City of Klemme
• 1st Street NW Reconstruction Project - City of Britt

Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.
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JASON A. PETERSBURG, P.E.
PROJECT ENGINEER

RESUME SYNOPSIS

EDUCATION
• Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa
▪ Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering – December
2004
•

North Iowa Area Community College, Mason City, Iowa
▪ Associates of Art – May 2002
▪ Associates of Science – May 2002

REGISTRATION / LICENSE
• Professional Engineer – Iowa (19517); 2009
EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE
• Veenstra & Kimm, Inc. – Since February 2005
▪ Project Engineer
•

Mason City Engineering Department – 1 Summer
▪ Inspector
▪ Designer

SIMILAR PROJECT EXPERIENCE
• North 32nd Street Utility & Street Improvement Project - City of Clear Lake
• North Shore Drive Reconstruction Project - City of Clear Lake
• 2008 Storm Water Improvement - City of Clear Lake
• North 3rd Ave & Winnebago Street Reconstruction Project – City of Lake Mills
• Redevelopment Project – One Vision
• 2019 Sanitary Sewer & Storm Sewer Trunkline Improvement Project – City of Clear
Lake
• Park Street Drainage Area Storm Sewer Study - City of Forest City
• Westgate Drainage Area Storm Sewer Study - City of Forest City
• 2009 Storm Water Improvement Project - City of Ventura

Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.
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DREW SWEERS, P.E.
Design Engineer

RESUME SYNOPSIS

EDUCATION
• Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa
▪ Bachelor of Science in of Engineering –
December 2009
REGISTRATION / LICENSE
• Professional Engineer – Iowa (22207); 2015
EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE
• VEENSTRA & KIMM, INC. – Since January 2010
▪ Design Engineer
•
•

Veenstra & Kimm, Inc. August 2009 - December 2009
▪ Drafter
▪ Designer
Hancock County Secondary Roads – 4 Summers
▪ General Laborer

SIMILAR PROJECT EXPERIENCE
• Cottonwood Drive Storm Sewer Improvement Project – City of Garner
• Allen Avenue Drainage Way Improvement Project – City of Garner
• North 3rd Ave & Winnebago Street Reconstruction Project – City of Lake Mills
• Hejlik’s 3rd Subdivision – City of Garner
• 1st & Day Street Storm Sewer Improvement Project – City of Klemme
• North Shore Drive Reconstruction Project - City of Clear Lake

Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.
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SECTION 5 – SCOPE OF SERVICES & PROJECT APPROACH
This section of the proposal outlines the Scope of Services Veenstra & Kimm, Inc. proposes to
provide along with explaining the firms proposed approach for this project.
SCOPE OF SERVICES
Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.’s Scope of Services at a minimum will include the essential elements
for the Drainage Study as outlined in the Request for Proposal and Qualifications. Veenstra &
Kimm, Inc.’s Scope of Services will be as follows:
1. Utilizing the City’s GIS Storm Sewer Mapping along with field investigation a detailed
inventory of the existing drainage system for the Study Area in question will be
developed. The inventory will include identifying:
• Pipe Sizes
• Pipe Types
• Pipe Slope
• Pipe Length
• Flow Line Elevations
• Design Capacity
• Intakes Including
o Type
o Size
o Flow Line Elevation
• Manholes
o Type
o Size
o Flow Line Elevation
2. Perform Topographic Site Survey of the Study Area to include features such as
approximate property boundaries, trees, vegetation, site elevations, existing street
information including crown and slope, storm sewer piping, intakes and manholes,
buildings, and other site improvements such as parking lots necessary for the modeling
and future design.
3. Perform Storm Water Modeling to determine existing hydraulic loads on the various
pipe segments associated with the study area. Storm Water Modeling will also
determine overland flow routes and detention requirements based on run-off volumes
associated with the 100-year storm event using 1 hour, 3 hour, 6 hour and 24 hour
storm events.

Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.
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4. Identify storm sewer and overland drainage improvements.
5. Prepare preliminary construction cost estimate for recommended improvements.
6. Evaluate and recommend property acquisition needed to facilitate overland flow routes
and detention facilities.
7. Provide recommendations for on-site drainage needs associated with the Bridge Church
located at 913 South Main Street.
8. Prepare written Drainage Study Report.
9. Submit a DRAFT copy of the Drainage Report and review same with City Staff.
10. Revise Drainage Study Report to incorporate City Staff comments.
11. Finalize Drainage Study Report.
12. Present Finalize Drainage Study Report to City Council for review and approval.
DELIVERABLES
•
•

All Survey Data to be provided to the City including but not limited to GPS / Total
Station Point Files
Provide eight (8) hardcopies and one (1) pdf electronic copy of the Final Drainage Study
Report for use by City of Charles City Staff

PROJECT APPROACH
Upon initial review of the study area and more specifically the problem area currently
experiencing storm water ponding at the intersection of Oliver Street and South Johnson
Street, Veenstra & Kimm, Inc. proposes to utilize a very direct approach. Our initial analysis
of the situation leads us to believe that a majority of the problem is associated with inadequate
storm water intakes at the low point on South Johnson Street in conjunction with the
undersized 10” storm sewer piping serving these intakes. These inadequacies prevent the
storm water from escaping the area in a timely manner.
Veenstra & Kimm, Inc. foresees that the problems in this area can be resolved with new
underground storm sewer improvements. We anticipate the best and most economical
solution is to provide an underground storm sewer system that can handle the flows from both
Minor and Major Storm Events. Improvements will also be adequately sized to convey the
Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.
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runoff from Minor Storm Events on the Bridge Church property based on full development
conditions as presented in their Masterplan Schematic. Runoff for Major Storm Events on the
Bridge Church property will be able to flow overland to Main Street as it currently does or can
be stored in an on-site detention basin.
Due to the fact that the drainage area in question is relatively small a minimal amount of storm
water modeling and analysis is anticipated, and the recommended improvements should be
fairly straightforward and simple.

Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.
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SECTION 6 –PROJECT SCHEDULE
PROJECT SCHEDULE
Activity / Task

Milestone Date

1. Issue Request for Qualifications / Proposal

June 14, 2019

2. Submit Statement of Qualifications / Proposal

July 11, 2019

3. Select Consultant / Approve Professional Services Agreement

July 15, 2019

4. Receive Signed Professional Services Agreement

By July 19, 2019

5. Schedule Project Kickoff Meeting

By July 22, 2019

6. Prepare Agenda for Project Kickoff Meeting / Submit to City for
Review / Input

By July 26, 2019

7. Conduct Project Kickoff Meeting with City Staff

July 31, 2019 +/-

8. Perform Field Inventory of Existing Drainage System

August 1, 2019 August 9, 2019

9. Perform Topographic Site Survey of Study Area

August 1, 2019 August 16, 2019

10. Perform Storm Water Modeling

August 19, 2019 August 23, 2019

11. Identify Storm Sewer and Overland Drainage Improvement
Options

August 26, 2019 August 30, 2019

12. Evaluate Property Acquisition Alternatives for Overland Flow
Routes and Detention

August 28, 2019 September 6, 2019

13. Prepare Preliminary Construction Cost Estimates and Identify
Advantages and Disadvantages of each Option

September 3, 2019 September 6, 209

14. Select Recommended Storm Sewer and Overland Drainage
Improvements

September 9, 2019 –
September 13, 2019

Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.
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Activity / Task

Milestone Date

15. Provide Property Acquisition Recommendation(s)

September 9, 2019 –
September 13, 2019

16. Prepare Written Drainage Study Report

September 16, 2019 –
September 27, 2019

17. Submit Draft Copy of Drainage Study to City for Review

By September 27, 2019

18. City Staff Review & Comment on Report

By October 11, 2019

19. Revise Drainage Report to Address City Comments / Input

By October 18, 2019

20. Submit Eight (8) Copies and One (1) pdf Copy of Final Drainage
Report

By October 18, 2019

21. Present Final Drainage Study Report to City Council / City
Council Approve Drainage Study Report

October 21, 2019

22. Submit Professional Services Agreement for Final Design

By October 31, 2019

23. Approve Professional Services Agreement for Final Design

November 4, 2019

24. Prepare Plans, Technical Specifications, Bidding and Contract
Documents

November 5, 2019 December 20, 2019

25. Review Plans, Technical Specifications, Bidding and Contract
Documents with City Staff

By December 27, 2019

26. Council Set Dates for Bid Letting and Public Hearing on Plans,
Specifications, Form of Contract and Estimate of Cost

January 6, 2020

27. Advertise for Bid

January 7, 2020 January 30, 2020

28. Bid Letting

January 30, 2020

29. Public Hearing on Plans, Specifications, Form of Contract and
Estimate of Cost

February 3, 2020

30. Council Award Construction Contract

February 3, 2020

Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.
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Activity / Task
31. Council Approve Contractor’s Contract and Bonds
32. Preconstruction Conference
33. Begin Construction (Early Start Date)

Milestone Date
February 17, 2020
By February 28, 2020
March 9, 2020

Anticipate a 30 +/- Working Day Contract
34. Complete Construction (Late Completion Date)

October 2, 2020

35. City Council Makes Final Acceptance of Work

October 19, 2020

Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.
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SECTION 7 – COST PROPOSAL
Included in this section of the Proposal is a Project Budget of the estimated hours for each of
the four key tasks identified in Section 5. Based on the estimate of manhours, the firms’
standard hourly rates and estimated expenses as itemized on the enclosed Project Budget
found at the end of this section of the proposal, Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.’s estimated fees are as
follows:
PROPOSED FEES
Drainage Study Services - Not to Exceed Fee

$8,900

ASSUMPTIONS / INCLUSIONS / EXCLUSIONS
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

This proposal is offered on the assumption that a signed agreement for the professional
services defined herein will be executed and authorization to begin work will be
received by Veenstra & Kimm, Inc. no later than July 19, 2019
This proposal is based on the assumption that the City of Charles City will provide
Veenstra & Kimm, Inc. access to all existing drawings and records of the existing site
utilities (City GIS Storm Sewer Mapping) and all necessary storm sewer collection
system drawings and maps in AutoCADD format to the best extent possible.
This proposal is based on the assumption that John Fallis, P.E. CFM as City Engineer
will be Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.’s main point of contact for this project.
This proposal is based on the premise that there will be a maximum of 2 additional
meetings (besides the Project Kickoff Meeting) with City Staff totaling no more than
eight manhours.
This proposal is based on the premise that Storm Sewer Modeling will be limited to the
Study Area in question and will not include modeling of the entire Storm Sewer Outlet
System. Modeling of the entire Storm Sewer Outlet System can be provided as may be
desired as Additional Services.
This proposal does not include the investigation or analysis of other municipally owned
underground utilizes including water, sanitary sewer, or existing municipally owned
roadway systems.
This proposal is based on the assumption the owner will provide any and all legal
services deemed necessary for the project.

Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.
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VEENSTRA & KIMM, INC.
2800 Fourth Street SW, Suite 9 • Mason City, Iowa 50401-1596
641-421-8008 • 641-380-0313 (FAX) • 877-241-8008 (WATS)

LABOR AND BILLING RATE SCHEDULE
Effective July 2019
CLASSIFICATION

Hourly Rate

Management
Management I ................................................................................ $175
Management II ............................................................................... $172
Design
Process Engineer ............................................................................ $176
Engineer I-B .................................................................................... $165
Engineer I-C .................................................................................... $157
Engineer I-D.................................................................................... $150
Engineer II-A .................................................................................. $143
Engineer II-B .................................................................................. $132
Engineer III-A ................................................................................. $125
Engineer III-B ................................................................................. $120
Engineer III-C ................................................................................. $117
Engineer IV ..................................................................................... $113
Engineer V ...................................................................................... $105
Engineer VI ..................................................................................... $102
Engineer VII...................................................................................... $94
Engineer VIII .................................................................................... $90
Engineer IX ....................................................................................... $84
Engineer X ........................................................................................ $76
Engineer XI ....................................................................................... $69
Engineer XII...................................................................................... $63
Design Technician I ........................................................................ $100
Architect .......................................................................................... $100
Planning
Planner I .......................................................................................... $111
Planner II ...........................................................................................$75
Planner III ........................................................................................ $69
Drafting
Drafter IA .......................................................................................... $99
Drafter IB .......................................................................................... $92
Drafter II ........................................................................................... $86
Drafter III .......................................................................................... $81
Drafter IV .......................................................................................... $75
Drafter V ........................................................................................... $63
Drafter VI ......................................................................................... $60
Drafter VII ........................................................................................ $47
Continued Next Page...

West Des Moines, IA • Coralville, IA • Dubuque, IA • Mason City, IA • Sioux City, IA
• Cedar Rapids, IA • Rock Island, IL • Springfield, IL • Liberty, MO • Rochester, MN

CLASSIFICATION

Hourly Rate

Clerical
Clerical I............................................................................................$91
Clerical II ..........................................................................................$63
Clerical III .........................................................................................$55
Clerical IV .........................................................................................$48
Clerical V ..........................................................................................$38
Construction
Construction Manager ..................................................................... $170
Surveyor I........................................................................................ $120
Surveyor II ....................................................................................... $99
Technician I ..................................................................................... $88
Technician II ..................................................................................... $81
Technician III .................................................................................... $74
Technician IV.................................................................................... $72
Technician V ..................................................................................... $65
Technician VI.................................................................................... $60
Technician VII .................................................................................. $51
Technician VIII ................................................................................. $45
Technician IX.................................................................................... $37
Building Inspector I ........................................................................ $167
Building Inspector I-A .................................................................... $111
Building Inspector II ......................................................................... $86
Building Inspector III ........................................................................ $63
Equipment
Robotics ............................................................................................$30/Hour
GPS ...................................................................................................$30/Hour
Leica Total Station ............................................................................ $20/Hour
Total Station Robotics....................................................................... $15/Hour
Tablet ................................................................................................$45/Hour
Fluoroscope .......................................................................................$50/Hour
4-Wheeler ..........................................................................................$45/Hour
Mileage ............................................................................................ 58¢/Mile

West Des Moines, IA • Coralville, IA • Dubuque, IA • Mason City, IA • Sioux City, IA
• Cedar Rapids, IA • Rock Island, IL • Springfield, IL • Liberty, MO • Rochester, MN
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SECTION 8 – CERTIFICATES OF INSURANCE
Veenstra & Kimm, Inc. maintains Worker’s Compensation, General Liability, and Professional
Liability Insurance. The General Liability Insurance limits are $1,000,000 each occurrence
and $2,000,000 general aggregate.
Professional Liability Insurance limits are $1,000,000 per claim and $2,000,000 annual
aggregate.
Current copies of Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.’s Certificate of General Liability Insurance and
Professional Liability Insurance are on the following pages.

Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.
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DATE (MM/DD/YYYY)

CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE

12/18/2018

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS
CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES
BELOW. THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S), AUTHORIZED
REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.
IMPORTANT: If the certificate holder is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the policy(ies) must have ADDITIONAL INSURED provisions or be endorsed.
If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement. A statement on
this certificate does not confer rights to the certificate holder in lieu of such endorsement(s).
CONTACT
1-800-300-0325
PRODUCER
Paula Dixon
NAME:
Holmes Murphy & Assoc - CR
FAX
PHONE
(A/C, No):
(A/C, No, Ext): 800-527-9049
201 First Street SE, Suite 700

E-MAIL
ADDRESS:

Cedar Rapids, IA 52401

INSURER A :

INSURED

INSURER B :

NAIC #

INSURER(S) AFFORDING COVERAGE

Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.

XL SPECIALTY INS CO

37885

INSURER C :
INSURER D :

3000 Westown Parkway

INSURER E :

West Des Moines, IA 50266

INSURER F :

CERTIFICATE NUMBER: 54803428

COVERAGES

REVISION NUMBER:

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD
INDICATED. NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS
CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS,
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.
INSR
LTR

ADDL SUBR
INSD WVD

TYPE OF INSURANCE

POLICY NUMBER

POLICY EFF
POLICY EXP
(MM/DD/YYYY) (MM/DD/YYYY)

COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY
CLAIMS-MADE

OCCUR

GEN'L AGGREGATE LIMIT APPLIES PER:
PROPOLICY
LOC
JECT

LIMITS

EACH OCCURRENCE
DAMAGE TO RENTED
PREMISES (Ea occurrence)

$

MED EXP (Any one person)

$

PERSONAL & ADV INJURY

$

GENERAL AGGREGATE

$

PRODUCTS - COMP/OP AGG

$
$

OTHER:
COMBINED SINGLE LIMIT
(Ea accident)
BODILY INJURY (Per person)

AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY

ANY AUTO
OWNED
AUTOS ONLY
HIRED
AUTOS ONLY

$

SCHEDULED
AUTOS
NON-OWNED
AUTOS ONLY

$
$

BODILY INJURY (Per accident) $
PROPERTY DAMAGE
(Per accident)

$
$

UMBRELLA LIAB

OCCUR

EACH OCCURRENCE

$

EXCESS LIAB

CLAIMS-MADE

AGGREGATE

$

DED
RETENTION $
WORKERS COMPENSATION
AND EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY
ANYPROPRIETOR/PARTNER/EXECUTIVE
OFFICER/MEMBER EXCLUDED?
(Mandatory in NH)
If yes, describe under
DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS below

A

Professional Liability

$
PER
STATUTE

Y/N

OTHER

E.L. EACH ACCIDENT

N/A

$

E.L. DISEASE - EA EMPLOYEE $
E.L. DISEASE - POLICY LIMIT

DPR9935961

01/15/19

$

01/15/20 Per Claim

2,000,000

Aggregate

2,000,000

(Claims-Made Policy)

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS / LOCATIONS / VEHICLES (ACORD 101, Additional Remarks Schedule, may be attached if more space is required)

CERTIFICATE HOLDER

For Proposal Purposes Only

CANCELLATION
SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE
THE EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF, NOTICE WILL BE DELIVERED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE POLICY PROVISIONS.
AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

ACORD 25 (2016/03)
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54803428
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DATE (MM/DD/YYYY)

CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE

12/26/2018

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS
CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES
BELOW. THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S), AUTHORIZED
REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.
IMPORTANT: If the certificate holder is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the policy(ies) must be endorsed. If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to
the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement. A statement on this certificate does not confer rights to the
certificate holder in lieu of such endorsement(s).
CONTACT
1-800-247-7756
PRODUCER
NAME:
Holmes Murphy & Assoc - WDM
FAX
PHONE
(A/C, No):

(A/C, No, Ext):
E-MAIL
ADDRESS:

PO Box 9207

NAIC #

INSURER(S) AFFORDING COVERAGE

Des Moines, IA 50306-9207
INSURER A :
INSURED

INSURER B :

TRAVELERS IND CO
TRAVELERS CAS & SURETY CO OF AMER

25658
31194

Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.
INSURER C :

3000 Westown Parkway

INSURER D :
INSURER E :

West Des Moines, IA 50266

INSURER F :

CERTIFICATE NUMBER: 54917811

COVERAGES

REVISION NUMBER:

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD
INDICATED. NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS
CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS,
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.
INSR
LTR

A

TYPE OF INSURANCE

ADDL SUBR
INSR WVD

X

POLICY NUMBER

6806H078270

GENERAL LIABILITY

POLICY EFF
POLICY EXP
(MM/DD/YYYY) (MM/DD/YYYY)

01/01/19 01/01/20

COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY
CLAIMS-MADE

X

OCCUR

GEN'L AGGREGATE LIMIT APPLIES PER:
X PROX LOC
POLICY
JECT

A

A

ANY AUTO
ALL OWNED
AUTOS

X

HIRED AUTOS

X
X

UMBRELLA LIAB

1,000,000
1,000,000
5,000
1,000,000

MED EXP (Any one person)

$

PERSONAL & ADV INJURY

$

GENERAL AGGREGATE

$

2,000,000

PRODUCTS - COMP/OP AGG

$

2,000,000

COMBINED SINGLE LIMIT
(Ea accident)
BODILY INJURY (Per person)

$

1,000,000

$

BODILY INJURY (Per accident) $
PROPERTY DAMAGE
(Per accident)

X
$500 Ded Comp
X $500 Ded Coll

EXCESS LIAB

A

01/01/19 01/01/20

SCHEDULED
AUTOS
NON-OWNED
AUTOS

X

$
$

$

BA7457L90A

AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY

X

LIMITS

EACH OCCURRENCE
DAMAGE TO RENTED
PREMISES (Ea occurrence)

$
$

CUP8146Y20A

OCCUR

01/01/19 01/01/20

CLAIMS-MADE

DED X
RETENTION $ 10,000
WORKERS COMPENSATION
AND EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY
Y/N
ANY PROPRIETOR/PARTNER/EXECUTIVE
N/A
OFFICER/MEMBER EXCLUDED?
(Mandatory in NH)
If yes, describe under
DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS below

EACH OCCURRENCE

$

AGGREGATE

$

8,000,000
8,000,000

$

UB9J057367

01/01/19 01/01/20

X

WC STATUTORY LIMITS

OTHER

E.L. EACH ACCIDENT

$

1,000,000

B

ERISA Fidelity

105726548

01/01/18 01/01/21 Limit

1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000

B

Fiduciary Liability

105726548

01/01/18 01/01/21 Limit

3,000,000

E.L. DISEASE - EA EMPLOYEE $
E.L. DISEASE - POLICY LIMIT

$

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS / LOCATIONS / VEHICLES (Attach ACORD 101, Additional Remarks Schedule, if more space is required)

CERTIFICATE HOLDER

To Whom It May Concern

CANCELLATION
SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE
THE EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF, NOTICE WILL BE DELIVERED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE POLICY PROVISIONS.
AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

ACORD 25 (2014/01)
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SOUTH OLIVER / JOHNSON STREET AREA DRAINAGE STUDY
City of Charles City

SECTION 9 – TERMS & CONDITIONS
This proposal is based on the Terms and Conditions enclosed on the following page. Any
changes to the Terms and Conditions may give cause to the proposed fee, scope of work, or
other facets of this proposal.

Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.

9-1

STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1.

EXTENT OF AGREEMENT. This Agreement represents the entire Agreement between the parties and may be amended only by written
Agreement executed by both parties. It supersedes all prior communications, representations, or agreements, whether oral or written, relating
to the subject matter of this Agreement. Execution of this Agreement signifies that each party has read the document thoroughly.
Amendments to this Agreement shall not be binding unless made in writing and signed by both Client and Consultant.

2.

PAYMENT
2.1
2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

3.

The Consultant shall submit a monthly invoice for services rendered, including reimbursement of expenses incurred.
Client shall make payment for monthly statement of services provided promptly after receipt of invoice or statement for services. If
Client fails to make payment within forty (40) days after receipt of invoice or statement, the Consultant, at its discretion, may charge
interest at a rate of nine percent (9%) annually or the maximum legal rate, whichever is less.
If Client fails to make payments within sixty (60) days from the date of an invoice or otherwise is in breach of this Agreement, Consultant
may, at its option, suspend performance of services upon five (5) calendar days’ notice to Client. Consultant shall have no liability
whatsoever to Client for any costs or damages as a result of such suspension caused by any breach of this Agreement by Client. If Client
fails to make payment to Consultant in accordance with the payment terms herein, this shall constitute a material breach of this
Agreement and shall be cause for termination by Consultant.
In the event legal action is necessary to enforce the payment provisions of this Agreement, Consultant shall be entitled to collect from
Client any judgement or settlement sums due, reasonable attorneys’ fees, court costs and expenses incurred by Consultant in connection
therewith and, in addition, the reasonable value of Consultant personnel time and expenses spent in connection with such collection
action, computed at Consultant current fee schedule and expanse policies.
Payment of invoices is in no case subject to unilateral discounting or set-offs by Client, and payment is due regardless of suspension or
termination of this Agreement by either party.

PERIOD OF SERVICE
3.1
3.2
3.3

Consultant shall complete its work within the time prescribed, or as expeditiously as possible if there is no specific time prescribed for
completion of services.
Consultant shall not be responsible for delays in performance of services due to factors beyond control.
If Client requests changes in project, the time of performance for the Consultant work shall be adjusted appropriately.

4.

EXTRA WORK. If the Client requests changes in the scope of the project which require additional work by Consultant, such changes shall be
considered Extra Work. Consultant shall be entitled to additional compensation for Extra Work. Extra Work shall be considered a change in
the scope of work and require a written amendment to Agreement to be approved by the Consultant and Client. Consultant shall have no
obligation to perform Extra Work requested by Client until the written Amendment to Agreement has been approved.

5.

CLIENT RESPONSIBILITIES.
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8

Provide the Client's requirements for the Project including the objectives, goals and constraints, standards for design and terms and
provisions relating to the construction and construction contract requirements.
Designate a representative with authority to receive and transmit information and instructions on behalf of the Client.
Provide all available information to the Consultant which may be relevant to the Project. Consultant may rely on information provided
by Client.
Provide access to Consultant for public and private property as required for Consultant to complete its work.
Examine documents prepared by Consultant.
Obtain approvals and permits necessary for the Project unless the Consultant is to provide such services as a part of the Agreement.
Notify the Consultant if the Client discovers any error or omission which may affect the scope or timing of the Consultant' services.
Indemnify the Consultant, its employees, agents and consultants against claims arising out of the Consultant design if there has been a
change or deviation from the design beyond the Consultant control for which the Consultant were not responsible, or a failure by the
Client to follow the Consultant recommendations and such change or deviation or failure to follow the Consultant recommendation was
the proximate cause of the claim.

6.

CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATES. If requested, the Consultant shall provide an opinion of cost for the construction of the Project based
on its best available information and judgment. It is understood the opinion of cost or cost estimate is only an estimate based on the best
judgment of the Consultant. The Consultant shall not be responsible for any deviations between the actual cost and its cost estimate.

7.

TERMINATION
7.1
7.2
7.3

Either party may terminate their obligation to perform further services under this Agreement upon thirty (30) days written notice.
Either party may terminate their obligation to provide services under this Agreement upon seven (7) days written notice following a
substantial default by the other party, provided there is no fault by the terminating party.
Client may terminate the Consultant obligations to provide services under this Agreement upon fourteen (14) days written notice if the
project is abandoned or terminated. In such event, progress payments due Consultant for services rendered including reimbursable
expenses, shall compensate total compensation due.

8.

REUSE OF DOCUMENTS. All tangible items produced or prepared by Consultant are instruments of service and remain the property of the
Consultant. Owner may retain copies for reference. Reuse of the documents prepared by Consultant on another project without the
Consultant written consent shall be prohibited. Client will indemnify Consultant, its employees, agents or consultants against claims resulting
from the reuse of such documents if prior written approval is not obtained from Consultant.

9.

CONTROLLING LAW. This Agreement and any of its terms and provisions shall be interpreted or construed under the laws of the State of
Iowa.

10.

SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS
10.1 The parties to this Agreement bind themselves, their successors and legal representatives to the other party or parties and the successors
and legal representatives of such other parties in respect to all covenants and obligations under this Agreement.
10.2 Neither party shall assign, sublet or transfer any interest in this Agreement without written consent of the other party.
10.3 Consultant may employ such independent consultants, associates or subcontractors as it may deem appropriate to perform services
under this Agreement. Retaining of such consultants or associates or subcontractors shall not be considered an assignment or transfer of
interest under this Agreement.
10.4 Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to ignore any rights or benefits to anyone other than the parties to this Agreement.

11.

CONSULTANT RECORDS. Records of the Consultant relating to time, reimbursable expenses and accounts between the parties shall be kept
in accordance with generally recognized accounting standards.

12.

WARRANTY AND RESPONSIBILITY
12.1 Consultant shall use reasonable care to reflect the requirements of all applicable laws, rules and regulations of which the Consultant has
knowledge or about which the Client's specifically advises the Consultant. Such standard of care shall be in effect as of the date of this
Agreement. CONSULTANT INTENDS TO RENDER SERVICES IN ACCORDANCE WITH GENERALLY ACCEPTED PROFESSIONAL
STANDARDS. NO OTHER WARRANTY IS EXTENDED EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED IN CONNECTION WITH SUCH SERVICES.
12.2 Consultant shall not be responsible for construction contract or construction means, methods, techniques, sequences or procedures or
for any programs or precautions relating to the contractor's safety or the contractor's failure to perform work in accordance with the
contract documents.
12.3 The Consultant believes that any computer software provided under this Agreement is suitable for the intended purpose. Consultant do
not warrant the suitability, merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose of any software provided under this Agreement.

13.

INDEMNIFICATION. To the extent permitted by law, Consultant shall indemnify and hold harmless the Client, its officers, directors, partners
and employees or agents from and against any and all claims for bodily injury or for damage to property caused solely by the negligent, acts or
omissions of the Consultant, its officers, directors, partners, employees, agents or consultants in the performance and furnishing of Consultant
services under this Agreement. Any indemnification shall be limited to the terms and amounts of coverage provided by the Consultant
insurance policies in effect at the date of this Agreement or at the date the claim is made, whichever is applicable.
To the fullest extent permitted by law, Owner shall indemnify and hold harmless the Consultant, its officers, directors, partners, employees
and agents and consultants from and against any and all claims for bodily injury or damage to property caused by the negligent, acts or
omissions of the Client or its officers, directors, partners, employees, agents, or consultants with respect to this Agreement.
In addition to the indemnity provided under this section, and to the extent provided by law, Client shall indemnify and hold harmless the
Consultant, its officers, directors, partners, employees, agents or consultants from and against any and all claims, costs, losses or damages
including but not limited to fees and charges of the Consultant, caused by, rising out of or relating to the presence, discharge, release or
escape of asbestos, petroleum, hazardous waste, radioactive waste, or other similar environmental contaminants which may be present at, on,
under or from the project site.

14.

STATUTE OF REPOSE. Any applicable statute of repose or statute of limitations shall commence and any alleged cause of action shall be
deemed to have accrued not later than the completion of the services performed by the Consultant under this Agreement.

15.

EFFECT OF BREACH. No waiver of a breach of this Agreement for any cause shall constitute a waiver resulting from any subsequent breach
of the terms and conditions of this Agreement.

16.

SEPARATION OF PROVISION. If any terms or provisions of this Agreement shall be held to be invalid or unenforceable, all remaining
provisions shall be binding, valid and enforceable to the extent allowed by law.

Section 10

SOUTH OLIVER / JOHNSON STREET AREA DRAINAGE STUDY
City of Charles City

SECTION 10 - AUTHORIZATION
Authorization
Providing this Proposal is acceptable, an authorized signature in the space below will be all
that is needed to authorize services to commence in a timely fashion. Please return one
original signed copy of this Proposal to this office at your earliest convenience.
This Proposal, including those documents referenced in the Proposal or attached to the
Proposal by appendix shall serve as the agreement between the parties. Veenstra & Kimm,
Inc.’s staff is ready to begin work as soon as authorization is received, and we look forward to
helping you successfully complete this effort.
Authorization Signature
This Proposal / Agreement is acceptable and Veenstra & Kimm, Inc. is hereby authorized to
proceed with the services as defined in this proposal. The undersigned do hereby covenant
and state that this instrument is executed in duplicate as though each were an original and that
there are no agreements that have not been reduced to writing in this instrument. It is further
covenanted and stated that there are no other considerations or monies contingent upon or
resulting from the execution of this instrument, nor have any of the above been implied by or
for any party to this Agreement.
CITY OF CHARLES CITY
By:
Signature

Printed Name

Date

Attest:
Signature

Printed Name

Veenstra & Kimm, Inc.

Date
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Engineering Proposal
South Oliver/Johnson Street Area
Drainage Study
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Prepared for:
City of Charles City
105 Milwaukee Mall
Charles City, Iowa 50616
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Project Understanding
There is a storm sewer system within the southwesterly portion of Charles City, but a
significant portion appears to be undersized based on upstream areas that have been
developed over the years and the general design under sizing that was common several
decades ago when the area first developed. These factors and a proven trend toward higher
intensity rainfall events has made problem areas more evident.
The 1000 block of South Johnson Street, between Eighth and Oliver Streets, is one such
area. A fair amount of South Johnson Street drains to a sag vertical curve just south of
Oliver Street. While there are intakes at this location, the outlet pipe is undersized at 8
inch diameter. Intakes further upstream also are tied to this drain line further reducing
capacity. The majority of Williams Street may also contribute to the runoff seen under highintensity events at the street intakes near the Williams and Oliver Street intersection. The
intakes drain north and to a different area, but likely become overwhelmed and then
surface flow to South Johnson Street. Overall, it appears around 10 acres (to be verified
with the report) drains to the 1000 block of South Johnson Street. The drainage area
consists of the streets outlined above along with traditional residential lots. The lots are
typical of the era of development and are not large, leaving a fair percentage of impervious
area such as building roofs and driveways.
The storm drain exits the South Johnson
Street area between home numbers 1000 and
1002. It is believed this drain line runs
northeasterly along the west side of the
church and continues northeasterly on the
north side of the church where it connects to
a storm sewer on South Main Street (exact
location is unknown but will be investigated
as part of the report). This storm sewer,
likely undersized, continues east along Sixth
Street, then northeasterly to an outlet at the
Cedar River.

00

Review of the sag vertical curve area indicates water can pond to an approximate depth of
18 inches before an overflow path is reached – likely between home numbers 1000 and
1002. Based on discussion with City staff, overflow from this area seldom, if ever, occurs.
This will provide a good check on capacity of stormwater detention volume to be provided.
An additional component of the project is review of drainage on the Bridge Church
property. The southerly and easterly portion of the property contains the church building
and an asphalt-surfaced drive and parking area with the westerly and northerly areas being
open (grass-surfaced). We understand the church has plans soon to expand the church
building to the north, add parking to the west, and potentially acquire property to the
north for a second access from Main Street. The City will require stormwater management
for the future improvements. There may be a way to work stormwater management for the
church into a solution for the South Johnson Street drainage issue.
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Project Approach
Our initial work will be a field survey of the project area with the following goals:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

Determine contributing drainage area.
Locate storm drains.
Obtain storm drain elevations and elevations of inlet and outlet storm piping
from drains within the upstream drainage area and the downstream area to
Main Street.
Obtain street elevations as necessary to model overland flow path.
Obtain ground elevations in vicinity of low area of South Johnson Street – to
determine extent of pooling depth before overflow.
Locate homes close to the project area.
Locate other potential obstacles to construction such as trees, landscaping,
other structures, etc.
Search for property corner monumentation in the localized area. A boundary
survey will not be performed to exactly tie down property lines as part of the
initial study. General GIS linework will be matched as necessary to fieldlocated monumentation for showing affected properties in the report.
Survey data will be made available to the City for update of GIS mapping.

We understand the drain line (believed to be 8 inches in diameter) located east of South
Johnson Street is unknown. We also understand Charles City will locate this line. Fehr
Graham will show the location once determined.
Upon preparation of the overall existing conditions drawing, we will model the drainage
area using the US Environmental Protection Agency Stormwater Management Model. This is
an urban stormwater modeling program that fits this type of project well. Runoff will be
calculated based on ground conditions for the developed residential area using standard
NRCS curve number hydrology and rainfall tables for the project area at 1, 3, 6, and 24
hour durations for up to the 100 year storm event.
The model will provide the
volume of runoff for various
storm events and will be used
to determine the detention
volume that will be necessary
to solve the drainage
problem.Future building and
drive/parking improvements at
the Bridge Church property
will be reviewed for required
stormwater management
volume as there is a possibility
of sharing improvements for
the betterment of both
locations.
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It is anticipated that increasing pipe size downstream from South Johnson Street will not
be a realistic option on its own because downstream infrastructure likely does not have
excess capacity, and increasing flow may just move the problem downstream. A better
solution appears to be a stormwater management feature with a larger pipe or overland
flow path from South Johnson Street to the stormwater management area. Subject to
property acquisition and the ability to incorporate the church area, an open detention
basin in the location of a residential lot may be a solution, along with grading to provide
surface flow. The benefits of property acquisition will be investigated as part of our work,
and we will make a recommendation.
Stormwater management is expected by either an open detention basin or by underground
storage. Fehr Graham has successfully designed several underground detention systems in
northeast Iowa. This can be a good way to use the ground surface for parking while still
having the ability to manage stormwater runoff.
We will review the recommended solution(s) with City staff. Once we are all in agreement
on the concept(s), a preliminary opinion of probable cost will be prepared for inclusion in
the final report.
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Timeline
Award of Contract

(July 2019)

Topographic
Survey
and Field Review

(August 2019)

(August 2019)

Initial Model Preparation

Provide Design
Alternatives, Review with
City, Prepare Final Report

(September 2019)

Report Approval
by City

(October 2019)

Plan, Specification, and
Contract Document
Preparation

*Bid
Letting

(November-December 2019)

(January 2020)

Constructio
n

2020

2019
* Schedule is subject to any property acquisition that may be necessary.
The process for obtaining the property may require multiple months.
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(Spring-Summer
2020)

Project Cost
Fehr Graham will provide the engineering services described in this proposal at a cost not
to exceed $15,000. Our charge out and equipment rates are included on pages 16 and 17.

00
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Northwest Stormwater Detention Basin
Waukon has endured flooding over the years, but nothing could have
prepared the City for the devastation of the June 2013 flood. The 10inch rainfall flooded many portions of the community and caused
significant damage to the downtown business district. The local
economy suffered substantial financial loss. It was time to look for
solutions to reduce the impact future storms would have on the
community.
Through a great deal of analysis, Fehr Graham and City officials
determined a detention basin was the solution to avoid future
disaster, holding back stormwater from about 137 acres in the
northern part of the City. Knowing the route of the stormwater as it
flows through the community allowed Fehr Graham staff to consider
land acquisition options for the detention basin. Considerations were
made based on availability for construction and the footprint for
detaining the most water. The location also had to be upstream from
high-risk residential and commercial areas.
The project was almost complete when its effectiveness was tested.
The City of Waukon and surrounding areas were hit with another 100year rainfall. The basin filled to its overflow point but detained the
collected stormwater and performed as designed. By reducing the rate
of outflow downstream to the vulnerable areas, it greatly reduced any
possible damage it could have caused. Other storms have tested the
detention basin, but it has saved the City from additional flood
damage.

Fehr Graham provided the following services:

»
»

Completed design and construction engineering.
Completed project management services.

Client: City of Waukon
Location: Waukon, Iowa
Client Contact: Dean Hilgerson, City Manager, 563.568.3492
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Project Team
Jon Biederman, Branch Manager
Lyle TeKippe, Senior Project
Manager
Brian Dunt, Engineering Technician
Chad Osterbur, Project Engineer
Period of Services
November 2015 to July 2016
Contract Value
$20,000
Construction Cost
$215,774

Otter Creek Flood Control
Northeast Iowa Resource Conservation & Development hired Fehr
Graham to design five on-road drainage structures in the Otter Creek
drainage area along secondary roadways in Fayette County, Iowa.
These structures are designed to capture water from upstream
drainage areas ranging from 40 to 800 acres and release at a slow rate,
minimizing downstream flooding risk.
Fehr Graham mapped the sites, created AutoCad drawings with Lidar
and aerial photos, and calculated the probable runoff, in modeled
detention volumes. We also reviewed the topographical survey
provided by Fayette County before developing the preliminary and
final designs.
The structures use the existing or modified roadway as a temporary
dam and slowly release the water downstream in 24 hours or less. Fehr
Graham used existing box culverts and standard culverts and built a
concrete control structure on the upstream side to control runoff.
Each structure has multi-stage inlets that operate as water levels rise,
which means that they use the full culvert capacity during heavy rain
to reduce the risk of floodwater covering the road. Leaders have found
this to be a cost-effective way to reduce flooding downstream.
Fehr Graham provided the following services:

»
»
»
»
»

Identified and prioritized potential sites for drainage structures.
Detailed hydrologic calculations of runoff.
Developed preliminary and final designs.
Provided plans and specifications.
Provided construction administration.

Client: Fayette County
Location: West Union, Iowa
Client Contact: Joel Fantz, PE, Fayette County Engineer,
563.422.3552
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Project Team
Jon Biederman, Branch Manager
Greta Elsbernd, GIS Specialist
Philip Moore, Survey Crew Chief
Period of Services
November 2014 to December 2016
Contract Value
$30,000
Construction Cost
$149,687
Funding
Community Development Block Fund

North Parking Lot Improvements
An expansion project prompted the Buchanan County Health Center to
improve its parking lots. Budgetary restraints required the project to
be split into two parts, the north lot and the south lot. The Health
Center hired Fehr Graham to complete the civil site design for the
north lot, including paving and underground stormwater detention.
A major component of the overall project was drainage with a
stormwater management component to meet the City of
Independence’s storm water management ordinance. Adding a
significant area of paving upstream of small diameter storm sewer
required a design that would slow down runoff. With most of the
downstream area being improved with paving or buildings, there was
little space for a traditional open detention basin. Fehr Graham used
an underground detention system to hold the stormwater and slowly
release to the downstream storm sewer. The underground system is
below the paved parking lot, fully invisible from the surface.

Fehr Graham provided the following services:

»
»
»
»
»
»

Completed topographic survey.
Prepared concept.
Designed infrastructure.
Coordinated bid letting.
Completed construction survey.
Observed construction.

Client: Buchanan County Health Center
Location: Independence, Iowa
Client Contact: Steve Slessor, CEO, 319.332.0999
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Project Team
Jon Biederman, Branch Manager
Amy Cabalka, Engineering Technician
Justin Boehm, Associate Engineering
Technician
Adam Recker, Land Surveyor
Period of Services
July 2015 to April 2016
Contract Value
$70,900
Construction Cost
$729,194

Martin Brothers Distributing Co. Site Expansion
Martin Brothers Distributing Company, a large food distributor, made
plans to fully develop its 26-acre site within the Cedar Falls Industrial
Park to meet the growing needs of the business. The expansion
included adding enough parking for 125 semitractor-trailers and 130
employee vehicles. We also regraded a large hillside to accommodate a
major building addition. The construction would happen without
limiting access to the distribution center. Fehr Graham worked
alongside the building architect and construction manager to provide
an efficient site design.
Fehr Graham completed the parking area design and traffic patterns.
We worked closely with Martin Brothers to relocate and pave the main
access drive and adjust drainage to reduce flooding in the neighboring
property. We added 1,300 feet of fire lane and 2,500 feet of fire supply
water main. Our team designed significant underground stormwater
detention to meet City requirements. When the underground detention
system was built, it was one of the largest installed in Iowa with a
capacity of more than 100,000 cubic feet. We also platted to acquire a
parcel and vacate a public street. Our team completed a site-specific
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan and a Stormwater Management
Maintenance Plan. Fehr Graham also provided construction staking.
Our team worked to meet deadlines and stay within budget. The
expansion project complemented Martin Brothers’ growth strategy.

Fehr Graham provided the following services:

»
»
»
»
»
»

Completed topographic and boundary surveys.
Prepared easements.
Completed civil site design.
Prepared Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan.
Staked for construction.
Completed stormwater report.

Client: Martin Brothers Distributing Company
Location: Cedar Falls, Iowa
Client Contact: Ethan DeWall, 319.266.1775
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Branch Manager
Jon Biederman
Period of Services
January 2015 to August 2016
Contract Value
$200,000
Construction Cost
$19,000,000

Organizational Chart

Principal-in-Charge
Mick Gronewold, PE

Project Manager
Jon Biederman, PE, LSI

Project team
Jeff Macke, PE, CFM
Lyle TeKippe, PE, PLS
Justin Boehm, Technician
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Project Team
We would like to introduce you to the key staff that will primarily serve the Charles City on your drainage
improvements project. In addition to these four people, the City will have access to more than 170
professionals across our 10 Midwest offices.

Jon Biederman, PE, LSI, leads staff and projects in our West Union, Iowa, office and is
responsible for project development, estimating, design, and specification review,
and construction management. He will be the primary contact for the City of Charles
City.

Jeff Macke, PE, CFM has experience in water resources and civil engineering and
focused on flood mitigation studies, civil-site design, stream and stormwater
infrastructure design and transportation drainage design. He leads projects from
planning stages through construction. Jeff will be responsible for hydrologic and
hydraulic modeling alosn with report preparation for this project

Lyle TeKippe, PE, PLS, has civil engineering and land surveying experience. He serves
as lead surveyor for civil projects and project manager for water system mapping and
hydraulic analysis of the system, water supply, storage, distribution and treatment
designs. Lyle’s position of this project will be surveying, including review of property
boundaries.

Justin Boehm, helps ensure the production of quality plan documents. He will provide
drafting for the project as well as assist with design concepts.
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JON S. BIEDERMAN, PE, LSI ― Branch Manager
Jon Biederman leads staff and projects in our West Union, Iowa, office.
He is responsible for project development, budgetary estimating, survey
information, design, specification review and construction management.
Jon understands field surveying, drafting, design and construction
observation.
He is experienced in a wide range of projects, including stormwater
management, water distribution, sanitary sewer collection, residential
and commercial subdivisions, commercial and industrial site plans,
streetscapes, roadways, recreation facilities and trails. Jon routinely
works as a member of design teams on larger projects and understands
the strategic project goals and how to facilitate teamwork to successfully
complete them. Jon helps clients with grant writing and coordinates
permitting projects with review agencies.

»

Otter Creek Flood Reduction for Private Ponds - Fayette County, Iowa –
Northeast Iowa Resources Conservation & Development

»

Otter Creek Flood Reduction for On-Road Structures - Fayette County,
Iowa – Northeast Iowa Resources Conservation & Development

»

Permeable Paver Alley and Parking Lot – City of Fairbank, Iowa

»

Iowa Green Streets Pilot Project – City of West Union, Iowa

»

Buchanan County Health Center Parking and Site Improvements
(Underground Stormwater Management) – Independence, Iowa - InVision
Architects

»

Martin Brothers Expansion (Underground Stormwater Management) –
Cedar Falls, Iowa - Peters Construction

»

Holland Subdivision Regional Detention Basin – City of Charles City, Iowa

»

Turkey River Flood Repair – City of Clermont, Iowa

»

Monona Family Aquatic Center Permeable Parking Lot Improvements –
City of Monona, Iowa

»

Bulldog Boulevard Permeable Improvements – City of Monona, Iowa
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Years of Experience: 28
Joined Fehr Graham: 2013
TeKippe Engineering, PC - Project
Manager, 1991-2012
Education
B.S., Civil Engineering, University of
Iowa, 1991
Professional Licenses
Professional Engineer
Iowa, #13868, 1997
Professional Associations
Statewide Urban Design and
Specifications (SUDAS) District 2
Committee Member
Turkey River Watershed Management
Authority Representative, City of
West Union and City of Fayette
Society of Land Surveyors of Iowa

JEFF MACKE, PE, CFM ― Senior Project Engineer
Jeff Macke has experience in water resources and civil engineering. He
focuses on flood mitigation studies, civil-site design, stream and
stormwater infrastructure design, and transportation drainage design.
He applies hydrologic and hydraulic modeling to these projects to
evaluate infrastructure, verify design concepts, obtain permit approvals
and communicate pertinent information to stakeholders. He leads
projects from planning stages through construction. He has also
obtained grant funding for projects through public agencies.
Jeff is responsible for client coordination, scheduling and delivering
project outcomes as a senior project engineer. He presents project
work for public commissions, agencies and at open houses. He is also an
active speaker at work groups, seminars and conferences. The projects
below were completed before joining Fehr Graham.

»

Stormwater Master Plan Update – Village of Niles, Illinois

»

Drainage Investigations - Village of Niles, Illinois

»

Addison Creek Channel Improvements Final Design – Cook County, Illinois
– Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago

»

Resilient Corridors, Stormwater Storage and Public Open Space Design –
Department of Planning and Development City of Chicago, Illinois

»

West Pullman School Redevelopment – Chicago, Illinois – UrbanWorks

»

Burlington Highlands Drainage Study – Village of Downers Grove, Illinois

»

Linden Place Drainage Study and Design of Stormwater Improvements –
Village of Downers Grove, Illinois

»

Menomonee Valley Floodplain Analysis – Milwaukee, Wisconsin –
Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage District

»

Hampshire Creek Floodplain Analysis – Hampshire, Illinois – Private Client

»

Circle Park Improvements – Village of Bloomingdale, Illinois

»

Development Drainage and Utilities Reviews – Cook County, Illinois - Cook
County Department of Transportation and Highways

»

Creek Restoration Phase III Engineering – Village of Schaumburg, Illinois

»

Lake Opeka Shoreline Master Plan – Des Plaines, Illinois – Des Plaines Park
District

»

Pilot Study: Stormwater Master Plan – Village of Northbrook, Illinois –
Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago

»

Drainage Study of Five Areas – Village of Glencoe, Illinois

»

Drainage Study 36th Street and 61st Avenue – Town of Cicero, Illinois

»

Woodridge Horizon Senior Living Site Design – Woodridge, Illinois – Alden
Design

»

Sycamore Path Connection – Sycamore, Illinois – Sycamore Park District

»

Sycamore Sports Fields Master Plan – Sycamore, Illinois – Sycamore Park
District

»

I-80 from Ridge Road to U.S. Route 30 – Kendall, Grundy, and Will
Counties, Illinois – Illinois Department of Transportation
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Years of Experience: 10
Joined Fehr Graham: 2019
Hey and Associates, Inc. - Project
Engineer, 2016-2019
Engineering Resource Associates –
Project Engineer, 2014-2016
Patrick Engineering – Staff Engineer,
2009-2014
Education
B.S., Civil Engineering, Valparaiso
University, 2009
Professional Licenses
Professional Engineer
Illinois, #062-066154, 2014
Certification
Certified Floodplain Manager, State of
Illinois, #IL-11-00598, 2010
Professional Associations
Illinois Association of Floodplain and
Stormwater Managers
- Presented “HEC Modeling for NonEngineers” at 2018 IAFSM
conference on hydrologic and
hydraulic modeling
- Presented at 2013 IAFSM
conference in a plenary session on
work with Engineers Without
Borders
Engineers Without Borders, Chicagoland
Professional Chapter
- Las Cruces, Guatemala: Flood
Mitigation Project
- Serves as a mentor of the
Northwestern student chapter

LYLE G. TEKIPPE, PE, PLS — Senior Project Manager
As former owner of TeKippe Engineering, Lyle has civil engineering and
land surveying experience. Before TeKippe Engineering’s 2013
acquisition, Lyle was principal-in-charge and branch manager of the
West Union office. He serves as project engineer and project manager
for water system mapping and hydraulic analysis of the system, water
supply, storage, distribution and treatment designs, including
subdivision developments. He also serves as project manager through
the construction phase of many projects.
Lyle determines a client’s needs, prepares preliminary budgets and
schedules, and works with the project through design, Iowa
Department of Natural Resources approval and construction, including
required testing.

»

Seventh Street SE Water Main Improvements – Oelwein, Iowa - Oelwein
Community School District

»

Great River Road and Driftless Area Education and Visitor Center –
Lansing, Iowa - Allamakee County Conservation Board

»

Ninth Street SW Utility Improvements – City of Waukon, Iowa

»

Schumacher Third Addition (Two Phases) – Denver, Iowa - SEC
Development Group, Inc.

»

Industrial Park South First Addition – City of New Hampton, Iowa

»

Centennial Oaks Subdivision Improvements – Waverly, Iowa - M. Julian,
LC

»

South Industrial Park (Three Additions) – City of Waukon, Iowa

»

Water System Mapping - City of Waukon, Iowa

»

South Industrial Park Addition – City of West Union, Iowa

»

Northwest Detension Basin – City of Waukon, Iowa
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Years of Experience: 50
Joined Fehr Graham: 2013
TeKippe Engineering, P.C
President, Project Engineer, Surveyor,
1980–2012
Bert B. Hanson & Associates, Inc.
Project Engineer, Surveyor, 1970-1980
Education
B.S., Civil Engineering, Iowa State
University, 1969
Master of Engineering, Iowa State
University, 1972
Professional Licenses
Professional Engineer
Iowa, License # 7060, 1973
Professional Land Surveyor
Iowa, License # 7060, 1984
Professional Associations
Iowa Engineering and
Land Surveying Examining Board
Member, 2002-2008
President, 2005
Society of Land Surveyors of Iowa
1989-Present
National Society of Professional Surveyors

JUSTIN C. BOEHM ― Engineering Technician
Justin Boehm helps ensure the production of quality plan documents
and Global Information Systems (GIS) projects. Justin works on projects
for the Iowa Department of Transportation, municipal clients and
private development companies. He is experienced in field survey,
computer-aided design, drafting and GIS.

Years of Experience: 12
Joined Fehr Graham: 2013
Iowa Department of Transportation
Steve Moyle Masonry
TeKippe Engineering, PC - Engineering
Technician, 2007-2012

»

Otter Creek Flood Reduction for Private Ponds - Fayette County, Iowa

»

Otter Creek Flood Reduction for On-Road Structures – Fayette County, Iowa

Education
Landscape Architecture, Iowa State
University

»

Parking and Site Improvements – Independence, Iowa - Buchanan County
Health Center

»

Nabotunet Addition Improvements – Decorah, Iowa - Aase Haugen Senior
Services

»

Great River Road and Driftless Area Education and Visitor Center – Lansing,
Iowa - Allamakee County Conservation Board

»

Gordon Estates Improvements – City of Monona, Iowa

»

North Pine Street and Highway 18 Improvements – City of West Union, Iowa

»

Parking and Drive Improvements – Rockford, Iowa - Rudd-Rockford-Marble
Rock Community School District

»

Pavers and Bioretention – City of Fairbank, Iowa

»

Water Supply Extension - City of Waverly, Iowa

»

First Street Water Improvements - City of Waverly, Iowa

»

Hospital Improvements - Independence, Iowa - Buchanan County Memorial
Hospital

»

High School Addition – Tama, Iowa - South Tama Community School District
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2019 Personnel Chargeout Rates
Principal

$190 - 230

Sr. Project Manager
Project Manager

$140 – 210
$110 – 200

Engineering:
Lead Structural Engineer
Structural Engineer
Sr. Project Engineer
Project Engineer
Staff Engineer
Engineer
Designer
Sr. Engineering Technician
Associate Engineering Technician
Engineering Technician

$175 - 185
$ 85 - 150
$120 – 165
$100 – 155
$ 90 – 110
$ 80 – 100
$ 80 – 90
$ 65 – 140
$ 55 – 110
$ 45 – 105

Landscape Architect

$ 70 – 90

GIS Specialist

$ 75 – 85

Surveying:
Survey Manager
Land Surveyor
Survey Crew Chief
Surveyor
Survey Technician

$160 – 170
$100 – 150
$ 85 – 105
$ 80 – 90
$ 50 – 70

Environmental, Health, & Safety:
Sr. EHS Scientist
Sr. EHS Specialist
EHS Scientist
EHS Specialist
EHS Technician
Project Hydrogeologist
Geologist
Hydrogeologist

$140 - 150
$110 – 150
$ 90 – 110
$ 60 – 100
$ 60 – 100
$ 90 – 100
$ 70 – 90
$ 60 – 80

I.T. Consultant

$ 70 – 135

Grant Writer / Community Development Specialist
Project Coordinator
Project Administrator
Project Assistant

$ 85 – 100
$165 – 175
$ 70 – 100
$ 67

Charges for expert testimony will be at a rate 1.5 times the standard hourly rate. Minimum 4
hours. Overtime hours charged at standard rates when Fehr Graham controls scheduling.
Reimbursable Direct Expenses will be charged at invoice cost + 15%.
P:\Business Systems\Job Set\2019\2019 Emp Chargeout Rates – Ranges.docs
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FEHR GRAHAM 2019 EQUIPMENT CHARGEOUT SCHEDULE

I.

II.
*
*

III.

IV.

V.

1.
2.
3.

Item

Rate

Groundwater Sampling
A.
Teflon Bailer
B.
Submersible Pump (includes generator)
C.
Battery Operated Submersible Purge Pump
D.
Low Flow Sampling Equipment
E.
Disposable Bailer
F.
Mini-Troll Data Logger
G.
Interface Probe
H.
Sample Tubing
I.
Sample Bladders
J.
Environmental Field Vehicle
K.
Peristaltic Pump
L.
Peristaltic Pump Tubing
M. Vapor Extraction Blower

$32.00/day
$104.00/day
$36.00/day
$257.00/day
$15.00/each
$106.00/day
$51.00/day
$1.00/foot
$21.00/each
$68/day or $34/half-day
$50/day
$2.75/foot
$150/day

Safety Equipment
A.
Confined Space Entry Safety Equipment
B.
Photo Ionization Detector (Mini-Rae)
C.
Combustible and Oxygen Meter
* Included in OSHA Level B and C

$36.00/hour, 4 hr. Minimum
$106.00/day
$100.00/day

Industrial Hygiene Equipment
A. Detector Tube
B.
Detector Tube Sampling Pump
C. Gilian Calibrator
D. Gemini Twin Port Sampler
E.
Quest Noise Survey Meter/Dosimeter
F.
Cyclone
G. Impinger Set
H. Aerotech Sampler Kit
I.
Personal Air Sampling Pump
J.
Anemometer Air Velocity Meter

$19.00/each
$38.00/day
$60.00/day
$22.00/day/each
$86.00/day
$20.00/day
$22.00/day
$162.00/4 hours, 4 hr. Minimum
$36.00/day
$28.00/day

Surveying and CAD Equipment
A.
Total Station Equipment
B.
GPS Equipment
C.
CAD Equipment
D.
Per Day Use of Fully-Equipped Survey Vehicle/Half-Day Usage
E.
Leica Scanner

$20.00/hour
$20.00/hour
$10.00/hour
$68.00/day or $34/half-day
$30.00/hour

Miscellaneous
A.
Coliwasa Sampler
B.
Field Filters
C.
Monitoring Well Cap
D.
Monitoring Well Locks
pH/Conductivity Meter(s)
E.
F.
Smoke Testing Equipment (May Require Confined Space)
G.
Y S I D.O. Meter
H.
ISCO Wastewater Sampler
I.
ISCO Flow Meter
J.
DOT Training Materials
K.
Residual Chlorine Meter
L.
Electronic Water Level Indicator
M.
Nuclear Radiation Monitor
N.
Turbidity Meter
O.
YSI 556 Multi Meter
P.
Colormetric Sampling Supplies
Q.
Cable Locator
R.
Molds
Beam
Cylinder
S.
Testing
Concrete Beam
Density
Gradation
T.
ATV

$25.00/each
$30.00/each
$34.00/each
$24.00/each
$38.00/day
$50.00/day
$46.00/day
$100.00/day
$100.00/day
$28.00/each participant
$26.00/day
$36.00/day
$187.00/day
$40.00/day
$127.00/day
$75.00/up to 10 samples
$50.00/day
$2.00/each
$5.00/each
$13.00/each
$5.00/each
$15.00/test
$50.00/day

Reimbursable Direct Expenses will be charged at invoice cost + 15%.
Vehicle Mileage (Where Applicable) $0.535 per mile
Reproduction, postage, handling of plans for bidding and third party use are Direct Expenses. (Blueprints $1.00/page)

P:\Business Systems\Job Set\2019\2019-EQT.doc
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Office Locations

OFFICES

»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Champaign, IL
Freeport, IL
Rochelle, IL
Rockford, IL
Springfield, IL
Cedar Rapids, IA
Manchester, IA
West Union, IA
Monroe, WI

Contact
Jon Biederman, PE, LSI
Branch Manager
jbiederman@fehr-graham.com

Sheboygan, WI
STATES SHADED IN GRAY ARE
FEHR GRAHAM PROJECT LOCATIONS

128 S. Vine Street
West Union, Iowa 52175
563.422.5131 Phone
fehr-graham.com
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Proposal for Professional Engineering Services

South Oliver / Johnson Street Area
Drainage Study
City of Charles City, Iowa | July 11, 2019
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©2019 Short Elliott Hendrickson Inc.
The information contained in this Proposal was prepared specifically for you and
contains proprietary information. We would appreciate your discretion in its
reproduction and distribution. This information has been tailored to your specific
project based on our understanding of your needs. Its aim is to demonstrate our
ideas and approach to your project compared to our competition. We respectfully
request that distribution be limited to individuals involved in your selection process.
SEH is a registered trademark of Short Elliott Hendrickson Inc.
SEH may use one or more of its subsidiaries to provide the services:
SEH Design|Build, Inc.
SEH of Indiana, LLC
SEH of Michigan, LLC

July 11, 2019

RE:

Proposal for Professional Engineering Services
South Oliver / Johnson Street Area Drainage Study
City of Charles City, Iowa

Mr. John D. Fallis, PE, CFM
City Engineer
105 Milwaukee Mall
Charles City, IA 50616
Dear Mr. Fallis:
We understand that re-occurring flooding in the 1000 block of South Johnson Street has blocked the street,
damaged vehicles, and posed a risk to nearby homes. We also understand that the neighboring Bridge Church is
anticipating expansion which will increase their impervious surface area significantly. The City has proactively
identified the need to study this area in order to make informed decisions about the drainage system to reduce the
flood risk and plan for future development. Short Elliott Hendrickson Inc. (SEH®) is excited about the opportunity
to work with the City in these efforts. Our qualifications, dedicated staff and experience with previous drainage
studies and subsequent designs makes SEH the right engineering consultant choice for this project.
Rachel will serve as project manager and technical lead for this project, and will be supported by an experienced
water resources engineer who will conduct most of the hydrologic and hydraulic modeling. Our team also includes
senior professionals (Mike Danburg, Dave Kaiser & Daryl Eiffler) who have extensive experience working with the
City of Charles City and many surrounding communities. The City will benefit from a proven approach to
understanding and addressing the existing drainage issues, which has been applied on numerous recent similar
projects throughout the Midwest. Our approach includes developing a hydrologic and hydraulic model that
generates graphical results to show flooded areas and overland flow paths for both existing and proposed
conditions.
This proposal will provide additional information to illustrate our project understanding, project approach, scope
of services, project schedule, project team qualifications and relevant project experience. We strongly encourage
you to contact our references from similar drainage studies which we recently completed throughout the Midwest.
We look forward to the opportunity to serve the City of Charles City, and we welcome any questions you may have
regarding our proposal. Feel to free to contact me by phone at 651-724-8245 or by email at
rpichelmann@sehinc.com.
Respectfully Submitted,

Rachel Pichelmann, PE
Project Manager, Technical Lead

Mike Danburg, PE
Senior Civil Engineer, Client Service Manager

Engineers | Architects | Planners | Scientists
Short Elliott Hendrickson Inc., 215 North Adams, Mason City, IA 50401
SEH is 100% employee-owned | sehinc.com | 641.424.6344 | 888.908.8166 fax

Project Understanding
Re-occurring flooding in the 1000 block of South Johnson Street has resulted in impassable streets, damage to parked
vehicles, and a risk to the nearby homes. With the recent and projected increase in intense and significant rainfall events, it
is expected that without any action, this drainage issue will persist and potentially worsen. And while the standing water
poses a safety risk and has the potential to damage private property, it is also detrimental to the roadway pavement. The
City has identified the need to study this area in order to make informed decisions about stormwater management changes
which will result in reduced flood risk and accommodate future development.
SEH has reviewed available GIS data of the storm sewer system and LiDAR-based topographic data to get a better
understanding of the drainage system in the study area. A cursory watershed delineation reveals that nearly 20 acres of
residential area drains to the low point on South
Johnson Street just south of Oliver Street. With
this area being drained by an 8-inch pipe (to be
verified through this study) which crosses the
Bridge Church parking lot to the east, it is not
surprising that flooding has been an issue. Based
on the LiDAR data, it appears that the current
overland flow route is a narrow path between
houses on the east side of Johnson Street. We
concur with the City’s initial proposal of
designating an overland flow route to provide
relief and limit flood depths in the street, and a
detention facility to limit flow rates discharged
into the downstream storm sewer system, but we
may propose additional options depending on the
modeling results.
We understand that to accommodate continued
growth at the Bridge Church on South Main
Street, future expansion including a new building
and additional parking is planned. With this
expansion comes stormwater runoff from new
impervious surfaces. From a schematic included
in the church’s facility masterplan, it appears that
with the planned expansion, the total impervious
surface area of the church’s site may double that
of the existing conditions. The City is proactively
looking for ways to alleviate the existing drainage
issues while also planning for this expansion, and
recognizes the opportunity to address both issues
through a single study.
The City’s proposal of creating a ponding area to receive runoff from the Johnson Street overflow path and the Bridge
Church site appears to be an effective way of alleviating flooding, treating runoff from new impervious surfaces, and
limiting the flow rates entering the downstream storm sewer system. While this concept will be used as the basis of our
analysis, we may also recommend variations of this concept for the City to consider. These variations may include storm
sewer modifications and/or different stormwater best management practices than traditional detention or retention
ponds.
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Project Approach
Our project approach, which is outlined below, was developed based on past project experiences, and has been an effective
way of approaching stormwater analyses with varying size, objectives, locations, and client types. While we have had
success with this approach in the past, we intend to discuss it at the project kickoff meeting and we are open to modifying
our approach as needed.
SEH intends to approach the project as follows:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Project Kickoff Meeting & Site Visit:
a. We will schedule a project kickoff meeting with the City to discuss the project approach, request available
data, and discuss other project logistics. The purpose of this meeting is to discuss preferences and
potential concerns early in the process, which will allow for a consensus in the general approach going
forward. By having this discussion, we are inviting City staff to participate in the decision-making process
instead of reading about it in a report at the end of the project.
b. A site visit will also be scheduled to coincide with the kickoff meeting. During the site visit, critical
drainage features will be investigated and documented with photos. Observations made during the site
visit will also be used to develop the detailed survey scope and these first-hand observations are also a
critical part of developing an accurate hydrologic and hydraulic model.
Existing Data Review:
a. We have already completed a cursory review of the City’s GIS-based storm sewer data, and we have also
reviewed LiDAR data in the project area to understand the surrounding drainage patterns. As part of this
scope, we will also review previously collected survey data of the storm sewer system on Main Street and
any other nearby systems, along with soil mapping information, rainfall data, and other information
pertinent to the study.
Survey Data Collection:
a. Our surveyors will conduct a topographic and site survey to document features as needed for the
hydrologic and hydraulic modeling and design. This will include a limited site boundary survey which may
be expanded as needed for final design.
Hydrologic & Hydraulic Model Development:
a. We will develop a hydrologic and hydraulic model of the study area, including the existing storm sewer
system and the existing surface ponding areas. At least one historical rainfall event will be simulated and
used for model calibration, which is a critical step in ensuring model accuracy prior to evaluating
alternatives. In addition to running the calibration event, the model will be used to conduct a critical
duration analysis to select the worst storm event of the 1-hr, 3-hr, 6-hr or 24-hr durations. Xpswmm
software will be used for this, more information on this program is provided on the following page.
Proposed Conditions Analysis:
a. We will use the hydrologic and hydraulic model to evaluate the upstream and downstream impacts of the
proposed conditions, and determine the required size of the overland flow route and detention facility.
We anticipate analyzing the proposed conditions for future cases with and without the Bridge Church
expansion, and will develop ponding concepts that will allow for future expansion as needed. Our work
will also include recommendations for property acquisition for the proposed stormwater elements. The
proposed conditions will be designed in accordance with pertinent stormwater regulations, and will be
designed to a conceptual level. As mentioned in our project understanding, we may recommend
variations of the City’s proposed concept depending on the modeling results.
b. In addition to accounting for the existing and proposed runoff from the Bridge Church for the detention
facility sizing, we will also provide conceptual-level recommendations for on-site drainage of the Bridge
Church property.
Cost Estimation:
a. We will estimate quantities and develop planning-level costs for the proposed condition. It is our
understanding that these costs will be used for budgeting purposes.
Report Production:
a. SEH will prepare a draft report to summarize the findings of the study, and provide that report to the City
for review. SEH will then revise the report as needed to produce a final version. The report will include
both tabular and graphical summaries of the modeling results.
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Why Xpswmm?
Xpswmm is a comprehensive hydrologic and hydraulic modeling software that performs dynamic flow calculations and can
be used to estimate impacts upstream and downstream of a project. Full hydrographs from historical and hypothetical
rainfall events can be simulated to estimate the resulting hydraulic grade line, pipe flow rates and velocities, and surface
ponding depths and drainage patterns. In a 1D/2D xpswmm model, graphical results can be generated to show overland
flow paths and ponding areas overlaid on aerial photographs or other backgrounds, making the impacts of a project easy to
visualize and understand.
The images below provide an example of the type of output that can be used to communicate model results. These
graphics were produced for a stormwater study completed for a community in Minnesota which included developing and
evaluating several alternatives to reduce flood risk associated with the stormwater drainage system in order to select the
most cost effective solution that maximized the drainage issues corrected.

2D xpswmm results from Olivia Northeast Drainage Study
SEH team members have utilized the graphical results generated by 1D/2D hydrologic and hydraulic models to more
effectively communicate model results and potential project impacts. We have found that these model results are more
easily understood compared to traditional tabular results, and therefore are ideal for public meetings. Since the graphical
results illustrate inundation areas, the results can also be used to confirm the validity of the model when comparing to
historical events.
To summarize, there are three main reasons why we are proposing to use xpswmm for this study:
1. A single xpswmm model can be used to generate runoff, route the runoff through pipes, open channels such as
overland flow paths, and ponds. This improves our efficiency and reduces effort.
2. By including limited sections of the upstream and downstream storm sewer system, we can quantify the
benefits within the study area and ensure no adverse impacts outside of the study area.
3. The 2D component of the modeling provides a graphical output showing overland flow paths and inundation
areas, which is used to validate model results and clearly communicate them to the public.
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Project Schedule
Our proposed schedule highlights the main work tasks our team anticipates to ensure that key milestones are met along the
way. These milestones rely on the completion of a number of project elements in a timely manner and within a relative
sequence. The project schedule has been developed to align with the City’s goal of constructing the recommended
improvements during the 2020 construction season.
Selection of Consultant (City Council)

July 15, 2019

Complete kick-off meeting & site visit

by July 31, 2019

Complete existing data review & site survey

by August 31, 2019

Complete development of existing conditions model

September 20, 2019

Complete proposed conditions analysis

October 4, 2019

Finalize cost estimate & study report

October 25, 2019

Final design (not included in scope)

November/December 2019

Bid Letting (not included in scope)

January/February 2020

Project Fee & Hourly Rates
SEH proposes the following project fee (not to exceed) schedule for this study:
Task
Task 1 – Project Kickoff Meeting & Site Visit
Task 2 – Existing Data Review
Task 3 – Survey Data Collection
Task 4 – Hydrologic & Hydraulic Model Development
Task 5 – Proposed Conditions Analysis
Task 6 – Cost Estimation
Task 7 – Report Production
Total Design Phase Fee (NTE)
Hourly rates for key project staff are summarized below:
Project Manager & Technical Lead: $150/hr
Water Resources Engineer: $120/hr
Senior Civil Engineer: $170/hr
Senior Technician: $120/hr
Professional Land Surveyor Manager: $140/hr
Survey Crew Chief: $105/hr
Administrative Assistant: $90/hr
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Fee
$1,800
$1,100
$2,100
$4,700
$2,900
$1,400
$4,400
$18,400

Project Team
The key individuals comprising the project team and their relevant project experience are provided below.

Rachel Pichelmann – Project Manager & Technical Lead
Rachel is a Professional Engineer and Certified Floodplain Manager with over 10 years of experience in water
resources engineering. Rachel’s experience includes hydrologic and hydraulic modeling, storm water
alternatives development and analysis, design of traditional and unique hydraulic structures, and
preparation of construction plans, specifications, and cost estimates. Rachel has completed the analysis and
design of various stormwater improvements ranging from small wet ponds and infiltration basins to
complete drainage systems for major metropolitan highway interchanges. Rachel also has extensive
experience with flood risk modeling and mapping, and the use of hydrologic and hydraulic models to estimate and
communicate flood risk.
Proposed Role: Rachel will serve as the project manager and technical lead for this project. In this role, she will be the
primary point of contact, and will be responsible for QA/QC, providing senior technical review, coordinating resources,
schedules and deliverables, and preparing invoicing.

Riley Mondloch – Water Resources Engineer
Riley is a graduate engineer and Certified Floodplain Manager specializing in water resources engineering.
He has more than three years of experience in hydrologic and hydraulic modeling, site design, storm water
management planning and permitting.
Proposed Role: Riley will serve as the project engineer. In this role, he will be responsible for collecting data,
and leading the desktop evaluation, survey coordination, and hydrologic and hydraulic model development.
Riley will work closely with Rachel to complete the alternatives evaluation and prepare the cost estimate
and report.

Mike Danburg – Senior Civil Engineer
Mike is an associate and senior project engineer with extensive experience in the municipal and
transportation engineering field. He has worked on several project in Charles City and is familiar with the
streets and utilities surrounding the project area.
Proposed Role: Mike will serve as a senior technical advisor, ensuring that the proposed recommendations
are constructible, and align with the past and future nearby street and utility projects.

Dave Kaiser – Senior Technician
Dave has extensive experience coordinating and developing design work for municipal street improvement
projects. Dave has experience serving as both designer and resident project representative on similar
projects in Charles City and other North Iowa communities.
Proposed Role: Similar to Mike, Dave will serve as a senior technical advisor to ensure the recommendations
are feasible and align with the past and future nearby street and utility projects.

Daryl Eiffler – Professional Land Surveyor Manager
Daryl has 35 years of survey industry experience and has been with SEH for 21 years. He is a professional
land surveyor with extensive experience in land, engineering, and control surveys. Throughout his career,
Daryl has led survey efforts for numerous transportation, drainage and storm water, and construction
projects.
Proposed Role: Daryl will lead the field survey efforts for this study.
All of the proposed team members are expected to have the availability required to fulfill their proposed
roles. In the event that one team member is not able to do this, Rachel will identify a suitable replacement and notify the
City immediately.
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Relevant Project Experience
SEH has completed numerous similar drainage studies throughout the Midwest. Ten of our most recent studies were
completed for the three communities listed below. Summaries of these ten projects have been condensed and combined,
but we are happy to provide additional detail upon request. Although we believe that our numerous recent studies show a
high level of satisfaction from these clients, we strongly encourage you to contact the references listed below.

Southeast Drainage Study, Bel Aire Subdivision Improvements Drainage Study, Timber
Springs Drainage Study, and Preserves Drainage Study
Town of Lowell, Indiana
Description: The Town of Lowell has observed localized flooding in
multiple areas during several past rainfall events. To better understand
the issues present for the various storm sewer systems, SEH created
1D/2D xpswmm models to analyze each system and use as the basis of
an alternatives analysis. The 2D results showing the areas inundated
during existing conditions provided value to the Town by making the
modeling results easy to understand and share with the public. For each
of these studies, SEH collected site survey data, conducted a hydrologic
and hydraulic analysis, and recommended several alternatives to
address the existing drainage issues. Recommendations included storm
sewer replacement and/or rerouting, identification of overland flow
paths, pond modifications, and public outreach to communicate the
importance of preserving overland drainage paths. Some
recommendations were included in construction projects while others
will be implemented with future development.
SEH Team: Rachel and Riley led the hydrologic and hydraulic modeling
effort for these projects, including creating and calibrating the models,
and using them for the alternatives analysis. Rachel also worked closely
1D/2D Xpswmm Model Results
with the client to communicate results and ensure their expectations
were met.
Reference:
Greg White, Director of Stormwater & GIS
219-696-7794 ext. 218, stormwater@lowell.net
Design/Study Fees: The engineering fees associated with these four studies varied from approximately $5,000 to $30,000.
Anticipated Construction Costs: The estimated construction costs associated with the various recommendations made with
through these studies vary from approximately $10,000 to $500,000.

Northeast Olivia Drainage Study & Alternatives Analysis, Remington Seeds Drainage
Evaluation, City Capital Improvement Plan
City of Olivia, Minnesota
Description: All of these studies were completed within the
same watershed which consisted of primarily residential
properties with agricultural drainage systems connecting to
the City’s storm water infrastructure. Following severe rainfall
events, the City identified the need to improve drainage within
the watershed. A comprehensive hydrologic and hydraulic
model was created using xpswmm, calibrated to historical
rainfall events, and used for an alternatives analysis. The
alternatives addressed the drainage issues without increasing
flow rates to the receiving drainage ditch. 2D modeling results
were generated and shared with the City Council for better
communication of impacts and benefits of alternatives. A
benefit/cost analysis was completed to assist is selecting the
preferred alternative, and the findings of the studies were
incorporated in the City’s CIP.
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SEH Team: Rachel and Riley led the hydrologic and hydraulic modeling effort for these projects, including creating and
calibrating the models, and using them for the alternatives analysis. Rachel also worked closely with the client to
communicate results and ensure their expectations were met.
Reference:
Dan Coughlin, City Administrator
320-523-2361, danc@olivia.mn.us
Design/Study Fees: The engineering fees associated with these three studies varied from approximately $3,000 to $30,000.
Construction Costs: Recommendations presented in these studies have not yet been implemented. Depending on the
options selected, the construction costs are expected to range from approximately $500,000 to $3,000,000.

Rosewood Pond Storm Water Study & Alternatives Analysis, Indian Creek Watershed
Study, University park Pond Evaluation & Alternatives Analysis
Description: All of these studies were completed within the Indian Creek
Watershed, which is a partially developed watershed with agricultural drainage
systems connecting to the City’s storm water infrastructure. Together, these
storm water management studies evaluated alternatives to minimize flood risk,
improve drainage conditions, improve water quality, and minimize erosion
potential. Water quality analysis was also completed to evaluate alternatives
intended to reduce TP and TSS loads to the Minnesota River. A variety of
hydrologic and hydraulic models were used for these studies including xpswmm,
HEC-HMS, and HEC-RAS. Average annual runoff, TP and TSS loads were estimated
using “the Simple Method”. Planning-level cost estimates were developed for the
various alternatives.
SEH Team: Rachel and Riley played an integral role in the success of these
projects by developing the hydrologic and hydraulic models, conducting the
alternatives analyses, and assisting with the pollutant load estimates. Rachel also
worked closely with the client to communicate results and ensure their
expectations were met.
Reference:
Michael McCarty, Senior Civil Engineer
507-387-8643, mmccarty@mankatomn.gov
Design/Study Fees: The engineering fees associated with these three studies varied from approximately $5,000 to $150,000.
Construction Costs: Recommendations presented in these studies have not yet been implemented. Depending on the
options selected, the construction costs are expected to range from approximately $50,000 to $6,000,000.
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MEETING DATE: 07/22/19
ITEM: 6
__________________________________________________________________

AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY
Subject: Discussion on the final design agreement with Calhoun
Burns and Associates for repairs to the Main Street Bridge
__________________________________________________________________

Background Summary:
Calhoun Burns and Associates (CBA) has completed and submitted an evaluation
report for the Main Street bridge. The evaluation report concludes that the bridge
is in fair condition and found no major deficiencies. The report includes a number
of repairs that should be considered in order to repair the fascia walls, stabilize
the roadway and sidewalk surfaces, and inject fill to lift the pavements and reestablish drainage to the intakes. A copy of the report is included for your
reference.
The Main Street bridge was originally constructed in 1910, and the last repairs to
the structure were made in 1997. It is estimated a repair project to implement the
recommendations made in the evaluation report will cost $325,000.
CBA has prepared an agreement for the engineering services to design and
prepare plans and specifications for a repair project. The fee for the engineering
services is a not-to-exceed fee of $22,500.00.
Additional costs include
geotechnical work for approximately $6,600, and administration and coordination
work.
We will discuss a repair project and the agreement at Monday’s planning session.
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to the previously reported information. Results and finding of these investigations will be described
in the following report sections.
BRIDGE STRUCTURAL EVALUATION
The structural evaluation began by first assessing the condition of the substructure elements. A
small boat was deployed in order to access the areas inaccessible by wading on foot. Concrete
surfaces were sounded by use of hammer, probing rod and rolling-delamination spindle. General
surface deterioration was documented throughout the substructure. Typical cracking and shallow
spalling was detected along the spring-lines of both abutments, as well as the ends and faces of both
piers. (Photo Sheets 1-2) The most significant deterioration of the substructure was located at the
northwest wing wall and footing extension. Deep spalls roughly 12 inches to 14 inches deep with
advanced deterioration of the concrete were found. A large vertical crack through the full height of
the wing was also detected. This crack was estimated to have shifted laterally ¾ inch to 1 inch
throughout the height of the crack (Photo Sheets 3-4).
Located immediately adjacent to the south span of the Main Street Bridge was a concrete/masonry
structure, assumed to originally serve as the outlet works for the upstream dam. Severe deterioration
and large voids were detected along the north face of the outlet structure. Areas of the outlet
structure were beginning to crumble along with the original masonry block and mortar. It appears
that the outlet culvert does not function as any sort of structural element for the bridge (Photo Sheet
5).
Inspection of the piers were completed and appeared to be in fair condition. Shallow concrete
deterioration and cracking was documented on the ends of the piers. Some cracking with minor
spalling was noted along the faces of each pier face, mainly along the waterline and spring line
interfaces (Photo Sheet 6).
The superstructure arch and spandrel/fascia walls showed signs of deterioration. Spalling with some
exposed reinforcing along the concrete arches (fascia and underside) was found. Most of the
deterioration noted of the arch sections was located in areas spread intermittently throughout the
underside of the arches and along the fascia walls. It appeared the 1997 concrete spot repairs to
the underside of the arches remained in fairly sound condition. Some delaminated areas were
detected adjacent to those spot repairs. Vertical cracks with ½”-1” separation were detected in the
fascia walls adjacent to the spandrel columns at each pier and abutment (Photo Sheet 7).
Attachments ‘A1 – A4’ illustrate the locations and roughly approximate the limits of deterioration and
cracking of the structure shown in elevation-view.
Lastly, investigation for the causes of pavement settlement to the roadway and sidewalk surfaces
was completed. The areas of settlement were identified and appeared to be located within close
vicinity of the underlying substructures which correlate to the highest fill heights. Each area of
settlement was measure to be 1”-3” of depth in relation to the existing grade line. The 1997 bridge
repair plans detailed the replacement of both sidewalks as well as each storm sewer intake (located
at each corner of the bridge) (Photo Sheet 8). The inspection confirmed that the roadway/sidewalk
settlement was located at each storm sewer intake as well as over each pier. According to the repair
plans, an existing light pole base mount was located over each pier foundation, which was assumed
to be “Used as Constructed” based on the 1997 repair plans. Separation between the back of curb
and edge of sidewalk was documented at each settled location (Photo Sheet 9). Underlying voids
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were detected, which indicated that the sidewalk and roadway pavements were undermined. It was
also noted that the approach pavement along the northeast sidewalk was undermined and losing fill.
Causes for the settlement of the pavements is most likely linked to the construction of the most recent
project for repairs and replacements. The separation of joints and underlying voids indicate that the
subbase material has settled and/or washed out from underneath the pavement. In addition,
differential settlement and separation of the horizontal construction joint within the storm sewer intake
structure was detected. 1”-2” of joint separation was documented at the time of inspection. It is
possible that subbase material has been displaced by storm sewer water, leaving open voids beneath
the pavements (Photo Sheet 10).
SCOUR INVESTIGATION
As mentioned previously, the Main Street Bridge is located immediately downstream of a low head
dam. Turbulent water from the dam overflow is present most of the time, even during times of low
flow. Due to the turbulent flow of water from the dam, the presence of scour is always possible from
agitation and displacement of underlying streambed materials. The methods for conducting the
underwater inspection consisted of using a range pole to probe around the existing foundations in
order to determine the depth from top of water to streambed. The inspector and assisting crew
member used a small boat to access substructures that were completely surrounded by water and
unable to be reached by wading on foot. On the day of the inspection, the closest USGS gage site
No. 05457700 measured an average flow height of 4.0 feet with a discharge of 1,400 cubic feet per
second (cfs). The USGS gage site is located near the Brantingham Street Bridge (US Hwy 18),
approximately 1,300 feet downstream of the Main Street Bridge. The average depth of water
measured at the Main Street Bridge the day of the inspection was approximately 2.5 feet. The
average depth compared to the latest CB&A scour inspection from 2005 was also 2.5 feet.
The south abutment noted minor localized scour located between the abutment footing and original
outlet works structure. Minimal water (6 inches or less depth) was present along the south abutment
footing the day of the inspection.
The water depth at the south pier varied considerably along the perimeter; however the
measurements are consistent with the most recent scour inspection performed by CB&A in 2005.
See ‘Sketch A’ for measured results. On average, the depth of water varied from 1.5 feet +/- at the
east end (downstream) to 5.0 feet at the west end (upstream).
The water depth at the west end (upstream) of the north pier measured between 6.0 feet to 7.0 feet
and then tapered back to approximately 3.0 feet at the east end of pier. Water depth measurements
recorded along the perimeter of the north pier are shown on ‘Sketch B’. In general, the water depth
measurements were consistent with the 2005 inspection; however the area of rock that projected
above waterline at the southeast corner of the pier no longer exists. Any other slight differences in
measurements can be attributed to an irregular stream bottom within the vicinity of the north pier.
The northwest corner of the bridge showed the most sign of localized scour. The water depth along
the northwest wing/footing of the north abutment measured approximately 7.0 feet along its length.
The measurements then tapered from 7.0 feet to 0.0 feet near the Northeast corner of the bridge.
An area of scour was detected immediately off of the northwest corner of the north abutment and
extended approximately 10’ northwest and southwest from the abutment corner. The measured
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depth within that area was 7.0 feet. See ‘Sketch C’ for measured results. The scour limits within this
area do not appear to have drastically changed since the 2005 report.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR REPAIR
Based on the most recent assessment, the majority of the concrete deterioration detected can be
attributed to the overall age and general wear of the structure. The typical concrete cracking,
delamination, spalling and exposed reinforcing do not appear to be caused by the overstressing or
instability of primary load carrying structural members. The deterioration and scour detected along
the northwest abutment/wing is most likely due to the abrasion of turbulent waters constantly agitating
the downstream side of the low head dam. In addition, the general deterioration along the concrete
faces of the structure at or near waterline was caused by the same abrasive hydraulic currents.
The movement of the northwest wing presents some concerns. Due to the historical nature and
unknown structural makeup of this structure, an attempt to stabilize this area appears appropriate.
This can be completed with epoxy crack injection and stabilization of the soil behind the wing.
The undulation and settlement of the roadway and sidewalk surfaces near the storm sewer intakes
and pier locations are most likely attributed to the under compaction and/or loss of the subbase
materials beneath the pavement. The inspection did not find any major deficiencies that would
indicate that a major loss of fill is occurring due to a structural failure. Instead, any loss of fill that is
occurring appears related to cracking in the fascia walls. Separation of pavement joints and voids
within the same vicinity are indication that the underlying subbase materials have become saturated
and since displaced. The vertical crack and lateral separation at the northwest wing may also
potentially be linked to the same issue, caused by additional hydro-static forces acting behind the
wall.
There is no definitive indication of the cause of settlement; therefore completing repairs in a 2-phase
process is appropriate. During phase 1, the areas of settlement will have the soils reinforced. In
addition, the pavement and/or sidewalk would be raised back to the original alignment along the
sealing of joints. This work will divert storm water to the intakes and away from the fill material. The
reinforcing of the soils will bind the particles together to prevent the flow of material through cracks if
water does get into the underlying fill material. This process will also help minimize the lateral
pressure to the northwest wing. Prior to repairs, we recommend that the City have the pipes from
the intakes to the pipe’s outlets TV’ed to ensure that loss of fill is not occurring in these areas.
In general, no major streambed scour problems were discovered during the most recent inspection.
Obtained results from the scour probing closely resembled the measurements from 2005. This is
not of any significant surprise considering that the streambed is mainly comprised of bedrock
materials. However, placement of engineer designed riprap on the upstream sides of the northwest
wing/footing and north abutment should be considered. Material shall be placed strategically as well
as be designed large enough to withstand the hydraulic forces of the low head dam.
To address the items noted above the following repairs should be considered phase 1:
1. Perform epoxy crack injections at the northwest wing.
2. Stabilize/reinforce the soils in the areas of settlement.
3. Lift areas of settled sidewalk and pavement.
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PRE-DESIGN OPINION OF PROBABLE CONSTRUCTION COSTS
CITY OF CHARLES CITY
FHWA NO. 001820
MAIN STREET BRIDGE OVER CEDAR RIVER

PHASE 1 BRIDGE REPAIRS
ITEM
NO.

May 1, 2019
PRELIMINARY OPINION
OF PROBABLE COST

DESCRIPTION

1.

Epoxy Crack Injections - NW Wing

$

10,000

2.

Fill Voids, Reinforce Soil and Lift Sidewalks

$

155,000

3.

Deteriorated Sidewalk Removal and Replacement

$

5,000

4.

Joint Sealing Between Curb and Sidewalk

$

2,000

5.

Riprap Protection and Repair

$

50,000

6.

Traffic Control

$

13,000

7.

Mobilization

$

25,000

Subtotal:

$

260,000

Design Engineering and Contingency:

$

65,000

Total Pre-Design Opinion of Probable Construction Cost:

$

325,000

Engineer’s opinions of probable Construction Cost are made on the basis of Engineer’s experience and
qualifications and represent Engineer’s best judgment as an experienced and qualified professional
generally familiar with the construction industry. However, since Engineer has no control over the cost of
labor, materials, equipment, or services furnished by others, or over contractors’ methods of determining
prices, or over competitive bidding or market conditions, Engineer cannot and does not guarantee that
proposals, bids, or actual Construction Cost will not vary from opinions of probable Construction Cost
prepared by Engineer. Costs do not include field survey, bridge aesthetics, engineering services during
construction, right-of-way, legal, administrative, environmental or wetland mitigation, utility relocations,
and landscaping. The figures shown above should be adjusted to reflect changes in the project concept,
inflation from now to the year of construction, and/or changes in the currently acceptable bridge and/or
grading design standards.
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MAIN ST. BRIDGE
OVER CEDAR RIVER
MAY 30, 2017

SPALLED UNDERSIDE OF ARCH
WITH CRACKING ALONG
SPRINGLINE – CENTER SPAN,
LOOKING NORTH (TYPICAL)

CRACKING WITH MINOR
SPALLING ALONG NORTH
ABUTMENT SPRINGLINE –
NORTH SPAN, LOOKING WEST

PHOTO SHEET 1

CITY OF CHARLES CITY

MAIN ST. BRIDGE
OVER CEDAR RIVER
MAY 30, 2017

SPALLED WEST FACIA AND
UNDERSIDE OF ARCH WITH
CRACKING ALONG SPRINGLINE –
WEST END OF NORTH PIER,
LOOKING NORTH (TYPICAL)

CRACKED AND SPALLED
WEST FACIA – WEST END
OF SOUTH PIER,
LOOKING NORTHEAST

PHOTO SHEET 2
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MAIN ST. BRIDGE
OVER CEDAR RIVER
MAY 30, 2017

CRACKED, SPALLED &
DETERIORATED NORTHWEST
WING – WEST END OF NORTH
ABUTMENT, LOOKING
SOUTHEAST

LARGE CRACK WITH
SEPARATION AT
NORTHWEST WING

PHOTO SHEET 3
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MAIN ST. BRIDGE
OVER CEDAR RIVER
MAY 30, 2017

SEVERELY DETERIORATED
NORTHWEST WING NEAR
FOOTING, LOOKING SOUTHEAST

DETERIORATED
NORTHWEST WING
WITH DEEP SPALLS
NEAR FOOTING

PHOTO SHEET 4
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MAIN ST. BRIDGE
OVER CEDAR RIVER
MAY 30, 2017

SEVERELY DETERIORATED
OUTLET CULVERT UNDER SOUTH
SPAN, LOOKING SOUTHEAST

SEVERELY DETERIORATED
OUTLET CULVERT UNDER
SOUTH SPAN, LOOKING
SOUTHWEST

PHOTO SHEET 5
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MAIN ST. BRIDGE
OVER CEDAR RIVER
MAY 30, 2017

CRACKING WITH MINOR
SPALLING ALONG SPRINGLINE –
NORTH FACE OF NORTH PIER,
LOOKING EAST

CRACKING WITH SPALLING
AT ENDS OF PIERS – WEST
END OF NORTH PIER
SHOWN, LOOKING SOUTH

PHOTO SHEET 6
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MAIN ST. BRIDGE
OVER CEDAR RIVER
MAY 30, 2017

DELAMINATIONS WITH MINOR
SPALLING ADJACENT TO
PREVIOUS CONCRETE REPAIRS –
CENTER SPAN, LOOKING SOUTH
(TYPICAL)

VERTICAL CRACK WITH
SEPARATION ADJACENT TO
SPANDREL COLUMNS AT
PIERS – WEST END OF
NORTH PIER SHOWN,
NORTH SPAN

PHOTO SHEET 7
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MAIN ST. BRIDGE
OVER CEDAR RIVER
MAY 30, 2017

SETTLED WEST SIDEWALK OVER
PIER – LOOKING NORTH
(TYPICAL)

MEASURED SETTLEMENT
OVER NORTH PIER – WEST
SIDEWALK

PHOTO SHEET 8
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MAIN ST. BRIDGE
OVER CEDAR RIVER
MAY 30, 2017

SETTLED NORTHWEST STORM
WATER INTAKE, LOOKING SOUTH
(TYPICAL AT ALL)

SEPARATION BETWEEN
BACK OF CURB AND
SIDEWALK NEAR
NORTHWEST STORM WATER
INTAKE

PHOTO SHEET 9
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MAIN ST. BRIDGE
OVER CEDAR RIVER
MAY 30, 2017

SEPARATED CURB/SIDEWALK
JOINT WITH VOID UNDERNEATH
SIDEWALK NEAR STORM WATER
INTAKES (TYPICAL)

SEPARATED HORZONTAL
JOINT INSIDE STORM
WATER INTAKE (TYPICAL)

PHOTO SHEET 10

